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8
Offer-based Economic dispatch

(i) Overview,
(ii) Surplus,
(iii) Feasible production set,
(iv) Need for centralized coordination,
(v) Optimization formulation,

(vi) Generation offer functions,
(vii) Demand specification,
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(viii) Demand bids,
(ix) Dispatch calculation by independent system operator (ISO),
(x) Pricing rule,

(xi) Incentives,
(xii) Generalizations:

• ancillary services (spinning and regulation reserves),
• non-linear system constraints, and
• representation of constraints.

(xiii) Homework exercises.
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8.1 Overview
• We will now begin to synthesize the background material in the context of

offer-based economic dispatch:
(i) combine optimization, economic dispatch, and markets,

(ii) (in Section9) include transmission constraints.
• Offer-based economic dispatch will involve:

– submission of offer functions by generators (or by representatives of
generators),

– specification of demand or demand willingness-to-pay (typically by
representatives of demand such as retailers or load-serving entities), and

– theIndependent System Operator(ISO) using the offer functions and
demand information to choose the dispatch of the generatorsto meet the
demand, and set prices paid by the (representatives of) demand and paid
to (representatives of) generation.
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Overview, continued
• Figure8.1shows the revenue streams under offer-based economic

dispatch:
– (representatives of) demand pay the ISO for the energy consumed, and
– the ISO pays the (representatives of) generators for the energy produced.
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Fig. 8.1. Revenue
streams in offer-based
economic dispatch.
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Overview, continued
• Offer-based economic dispatch is a type ofauction:

– set of rules, ormechanism, that:
◦ takes offers and bids, and
◦ calculates quantities sold and prices.

• Auctions have various forms and properties in various contexts:
– by design, the resulting dispatch and prices from offer-based economic

dispatch are intended to be consistent with what would have occurred in
the equilibrium of idealized bilateral trading.

• We will discuss the criterion for choosing the dispatch, which will involve
maximizing the (revealed) surplus over the feasible production decisions
of the generators and (in the case of flexible demand) over thepossible
levels of demand.
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Overview, continued
• Is the ISO a central planner?

– Yes, at least for short-term operations, namely in thereal-time market
and in the deployment of ancillary services.

– But the ISO applies a well-defined algorithm for the real-time market:
◦ takes offers and short-term forecast of demand as input, and
◦ provides dispatch and prices as output,

– As mentioned, such an algorithm is called amechanismin economics.
– ISOs also use ancillary services to centrally manage supply–demand

balance between successive solutions of the real-time market.
• ISOs also run a daily forward market, theday-ahead market:

– the ISO is a central planner for the day-ahead market,
– again applies a well-defined algorithm.
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Overview, continued
• Several US ISOs also operate acapacity market, which is aimed at

long-term capital formation:
– capacity markets involve soliciting offers to have generation capacity

available for, for example, meeting the ISO forecast of the peak demand
three years into the future,

– in this case, the ISO is a central planner for investments as well,
– practical challenges include the definition of the “product” of being

available several years in the future,
– demand-side participants can typically participate to reduce

consumption compared to the ISO forecast.
• There are also additional forward markets and bilateral trades that are not

operated by the ISO.
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Overview, continued
• Some initial proposals for restructured electricity markets involved an

even more limited role for ISOs:
– However, as we will discuss in Section8.4, the need to centrally

coordinate the matching of supply to demand in real-time necessitates
that the ISO performs at least some central operational planning and has
some operational authority,

– In the European Union, short-term supply–demand balance ismanaged
in the so-calledbalancing market.

• Given the need for the ISO to centrally coordinate matching supply to
demand, key question is what else should it also do.

• For example, EU markets also haveintra-day markets that allow for
centralized trading after day-ahead but before the operating hour to
reduce exposure to the balancing market:
– we will not consider intra-day markets, but it provides one example of

additional roles for the ISO.
• US ISOs all operate day-ahead markets in addition to matching supply to

demand in real-time using the real-time market and ancillary services.
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8.2 Surplus
8.2.1 Definition

• What are we trying to achieve with electricity market design?
• As discussed in Section7, one public policy goal is to maximize:

thebenefitsof electricity consumption, minus
thecostsof electricity production,

• We formalize this in:

Definition 8.1 Thesurplus or welfare is the value or benefits of
consumption minus the costs of production over a particulartime horizon.
✷

• This is analogous to the definition we used in the apartment example in
Section6 and re-states the definition in Section7.

• We assume that benefits and costs can usefully be compared using
monetary units.

• In the context of electric power, surplus is the value of the benefits of
electricity consumption minus the costs of electricity production, both
measured over a particular time horizon.
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8.2.2 Discussion
• In our definition, surplus is denominated in monetary units (or monetary

units for the duration of the time horizon, or monetary unitsper unit time)
and depends on:
the amount of demand power consumed by the load, and
the production of the generators.

• In the context of short-term operations, where the time horizon might be
an hour or a day, we will primarily think of the costs as being the
operating costs associated with fuel and variable maintenance.

• We often consider the rate of change of surplus with respect to time, in
which case we are actually considering the surplus per unit time.

• We typically use the term “surplus” to refer to interchangeably to either
surplus or surplus per unit time.

• In some cases we specify the demand power as a fixed desired value, say
D, to be met by supply (if possible):
– that is, the demand is inelastic.
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8.2.3 Inelastic demand
• In the case of inelastic demand, the benefits of demand are notexplicitly

revealed by response to price, but areimplicit:
– as in Section 7.8, the derivative of benefits with respect to demand, the

willingness-to-pay, is implicitly assumed to be “positive infinity” (or to
be equal to a very large valuew) for demandD in the range from zero to
a specified, desired level of demand,D.

• The lack of an explicit revelation of benefits poses great difficulties!
– For example, discussions of “reliability” often make the implicit

assumption that the derivative of benefits is extremely large.
– But we may fail to charge for consumption on this basis.
– This can result in a serious discrepancy between returns on investment

for generation and the remuneration from consumers (recallrole of
demand setting high price during curtailment in description of idealized
market in Section 7.8).

– This is the core of the concerns about capacity adequacy in energy-only
markets such as ERCOT.

• In some cases, we will posit an explicit form for the benefits of demand.
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8.3 Feasible production set
• Also implicit in the definition of surplus is the assumption that production

is chosen from afeasible production set.
• Constraints that define the feasible production set include:

– transmission constraints (treat in Section9),
– generator capacity constraints, and
– demand-supply power balance.
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8.3.1 Generator constraints
• The generator capacity constraints are examples ofgenerator

constraints.
• Unlike the apartment example where each landlord has a single

indivisible apartment to rent, each generator can produce and sell over a
continuous range:
– each generator can sell anything in the range specified by itscapacity

constraints.
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8.3.2 Demand-supply power balance
• As discussed in the context of economic dispatch, we will make

demand-supply power balance explicit for the energy produced over each
time intervalT, but we will change the interpretation somewhat compared
to the initial discussion in Section5.1.1:
– If T is one hour as in a typical day-ahead market, then we will usually

require that the average supply in the hour is equal to average the
demand in the hour, although we expect the actual demand willvary
during the hour.

– In real-time markets withT equal to 5 or 15 minutes, we will target a
forecast demand power level at the end of the dispatch interval and
assume that both demand and generation power ramp linearly from the
beginning to the end of the interval:
◦ again implies that the average supply in the interval is equal to the

average demand.
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Demand-supply power balance, continued
• That is, the decision variables represent either averages over the dispatch

interval or target values at the end of the dispatch interval:
– In fact, as discussed in the context of economic dispatch,

demand-supply balance must be maintained continuously.
– The need to match supply and demand continuously is met in theshort

term by “ancillary services.”
• The demand-supply energy or power balance constraints and the

transmission constraints are examples ofsystem constraints.
• These system constraints give rise to the need for centralized

coordination.
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8.4 The need for centralized coordination
8.4.1 Apartment example

• In the apartment example, there was no centralized coordination of leases:
– individual landlords and renters had enough time between successive

months to negotiate price in “bilateral” month-to-month rental
agreements,

– it was assumed implicitly that renters could be evicted whenan
agreement expired; that is, bilateral contracts are enforced by landlords,

– either an apartment is rented for a month or it is not rented, and
– the demand and supply functions for apartments were assumedto be

fixed (or very slowly varying).
• A single market clearing price for all apartments arose as a natural

outcome of self-interested behavior by landlords and renters:
– prices might in practice adjust over several months towardsthe

equilibrium.
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8.4.2 Characteristics of electricity
• Demand of individual electric consumers varies continuously and

(currently) is mostly price inelastic, in part because of a historical lack of
interval metering:
– historically, residential meters accumulated energy consumed over time,

so periodic meter reading recorded total energy consumed, not the
profile of power consumption over time,

– Stoft calls the lack of metering and of real-time billing the“first
demand-side flaw” (Section 1-1.5 ofPower System Economics.)

– charging for electricity on the basis of total energy consumed in a period
is analogous to a supermarket charging for all groceries by total weight
of purchases, since it ignores the variation of cost of production,

– residential interval meters have been installed throughout ERCOT and
in several other jurisdictions and are in place for all largecustomers in
most markets.

• Most residential customers are still primarily charged on the basis of total
energy consumed in a period:
– so most residential demand remains inelastic.
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Characteristics of electricity, continued
• The transmission system links all supply and demand collectively.
• Total supply must be controlled to match total demand continuously (or

widespread blackouts will result).
• Historically, bilateral contracts in electricity cannot be easily enforced in

real-time since individual customers cannot easily be cut off if the demand
exceeds their contractual quantity (or if the demand exceeds a contractual
maximum or if the customer violates some other contractual condition):
– Stoft calls the lack of real-time control of power flow to specific

customers the “second demand-side flaw.”
• In principle, this is changing since residential interval meters in ERCOT

have remote disconnect capability:
– however, it is probably unreasonable to expect that this capability would

be used to enforce retail contractual agreements.
• Some jurisdictions internationally apparently impose limits on maximum

consumption by residential customers through circuit breakers sized
based on the contractual maximum.
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8.4.3 The role of the system operator
• Because of the characteristics of electricity, we cannot completely avoid

central coordination in electricity markets and cannot only rely on
enforcement of bilateral contracts between generators anddemand (or
between portfolios of generators and aggregated demand).

• Because of this limited real-time control, a system operator must step in
to be the “default supplier” in real time to match supply and demand in
order to avoid widespread blackouts:
– there is no analog of widespread blackouts for the apartmentrenting

example (or in other commodity markets).
• The system operator also must arrange for curtailment of demand and set

a price when supply and demand do not intersect:
– there is no analog of the active need to maintain supply demand balance

for the apartment renting example (or in other commodity markets),
– total apartment supply equals total demand, since landlords enforce

each individual bilateral contract,
– but this is not the case in electricity markets.
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The role of the system operator, continued
• To summarize, the system operator is necessary in electricity markets for:

– matching supply to demand under normal conditions, and
– curtailing demand to match supply under extreme conditionsand setting

price.
• To carry out this role, the system operator should be independent of the

market participants:
– the independent system operator (ISO).
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8.4.4 Other roles of the system operator
• Demand changes rapidly and varies continuously:

– hard for individual generators and demand to rapidly adjustprices and
establish equilibrium through bilateral contracting whendemand
changes rapidly, so

– system operator can facilitate efficient use of generation by explicitly
seeking the market clearing price based on offer and bid functions.

• In the ERCOT zonal market (until December 2010):
– short-term adjustment of supply to demand through ancillary services

(AS) procured in day-ahead ancillary services market run byISO,
– real-time “balancing” market (T = 15 minute) run by ISO, but
– longer-term decisions taken through bilateral contracting.

• In the ERCOT nodal market:
– short-term adjustment of supply to demand through ancillary services,
– real-time market (T = 5 minute dispatch intervals) run by ISO,
– day-ahead market (T = 1 hour dispatch intervals) run by ISO including

unit commitment decisions (Section10) and AS, but
– even longer-term decisions taken through bilateral contracting.
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Other roles of the system operator, continued
• When transmission constraints bind, it is especially difficult for

decentralized decision making through bilateral contracts to achieve
efficient generation dispatch:
– role of system operator is particularly important in this case.

• In the ERCOT zonal market:
– inter-zonal transmission constraints were managed by ERCOT as

another function of balancing market that is in addition to maintaining
supply-demand balance,

– intra-zonal transmission constraints were managed by ERCOT
out-of-market,

– similar approach in EU markets.
• In the ERCOT nodal market:

– inter-zonal and most intra-zonal transmission constraints are managed
by ERCOT in day-ahead and real-time markets,

– some constraints managed by ERCOT through out-of-marketreliability
unit commitment.
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8.5 Optimization formulation
• As we have discussed in Section8.2, maximizing surplus:

– in the context of electricity,
– over the short-term (focusing on operating costs),
– under the assumption that unit commitment decisions are fixed,

• is the process ofeconomic dispatch.
• Offer-based economic dispatchis the process by which the ISO:

– solicits offer functions from generators, as introduced inSection5.3.4,
– forecasts demand, or solicits a specification of demand or specification

of bids from the representatives of demand, and
– finds the market clearing prices and quantities, with the goal of

maximizing surplus.
• In the next sections, we will describe the offers, the demand, and the

formulation of the optimization problem to maximize the surplus.
• In Section8.12.1, we will generalize to include ancillary services.
• In Section9, we will generalize to include transmission constraints.
• In Section10, we will further generalize to include the commitment of

generators.
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8.6 Generator offer functions
• Recall from Section5.3.4that if the price for energy is specified, and

cannot be influenced by a generator, we argued that the generator will
maximize its operating profits by specifying its offer function equal to its
marginal cost function.

• That is, under suitable assumptions, the offer function will be equal to
d fk
dPk

= ∇fk, where fk is the generator cost function:

– in practice, market rules typically restrict the form of thefunction to
being piecewise linear or piecewise constant, so the offer function may
only approximate the marginal cost function,

– since the offer is assumed to reflect a convex cost function, market rules
require the offer function to be non-decreasing.

• For now, we will assume that offer functions are specified equal to
marginal costs and typically assume that the marginal costsare either
constant or affine with positive slope.

• We will re-visit the assumption that offer functions are specified equal to
marginal costs in Section8.11.
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Generation offer functions, continued
• For now we will also assume thatfk(0+) = fk(0) = 0, so that we can

re-constructfk from ∇fk according to:

∀Pk ∈
[

0,Pk
]

, fk(Pk) =
∫ P′

k=Pk

P′
k=0

∇fk(P
′
k)dP′

k.

• In more general cases, wherefk(0+) 6= 0, so that there are auxiliary or
no-load operating costs, we would need to add these no-load operating
costsf

k
= fk(0+) to the integral to evaluatefk(Pk) for Pk > 0:

– in this case,∀Pk ∈
(

0,Pk
]

, fk(Pk) = f
k
+

∫ P′
k=Pk

P′
k=0 ∇fk(P′

k)dP′
k.

– we will consider this case in unit commitment in Section10.2.3.2,
where we will also re-interpretf

k
to be theminimum-load costsfor

operating at a minimum generation levelPk, so that

∀Pk ∈
[

Pk,Pk
]

, fk(Pk) = f
k
+

∫ P′
k=Pk

P′
k=Pk

∇fk(P′
k)dP′

k.
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Generation offer functions, continued
• Recall from Section5.3.1that the optimality conditions for economic

dispatch involve only∇fk,∀k= 1, . . . ,nP, and do not involvefk, so that
the ISO does not have to evaluatefk (and does not need to knowf

k
) to

solve the optimality conditions for economic dispatch.
– In contrast, in the context of unit commitment and “make-whole”

payments in Section10, the ISO will have to evaluatefk,∀k= 1, . . . ,nP.
– Moreover, evaluation of operating profitΠk for generatork requires

knowledge offk.
– For this chapter, we will ignore no-load and minimum-load operating

costs.
• That is, we can represent the supply side by its offers, whichwe will

assume to be set equal to or nearly equal to marginal costs.
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8.7 Demand specification
• If the benefit of consumption is implicit, we will specify demand as a

quantity such asD.
• We will also discuss the case where the specified demand cannot be met.

8.8 Demand bid functions
• When demand bids a function representing its willingness-to-pay, we will

interpret this function as specifying the derivative of itsbenefit function
with respect to the power level.
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8.9 Dispatch calculation by independent system operator
8.9.1 Formulation

• Problem (5.5) defined the economic dispatch problem.
• Theoffer-based economic dispatchproblem is the same, and we repeat

it here:

min
P∈RnP

{ f (P)|AP= b,P≤ P≤ P}= min
∀k,Pk∈Sk

{ f (P)|AP= b}.

• In Section5.3.1, we developed optimality conditions for economic
dispatch of generators with convex costs and a specified demand.

• With marginal costs constant or affine, the cost function will be linear or
quadratic as in Section5.1.3, so that the objective (5.3) can be expressed
as:

∀P∈ R
nP, f (P) =

1
2

P†QP+c†P+d,

• whereQ∈ R
nP×nP is a diagonal matrix,c∈ R

nP, andd ∈ R.
• We will repeat the optimality conditions for the case of no demand bids

and then develop the formulation to include demand bids.
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8.9.2 First-order necessary conditions
• The first-order necessary conditions are:

∃λ⋆ ∈ R,∃µ⋆,µ⋆ ∈ R
nP such that:∇f (P⋆)−1λ⋆−µ⋆+µ⋆ = 0;

M⋆(P−P⋆) = 0;

M
⋆
(P⋆−P) = 0;

−1†P⋆ =
[

−D
]

;
P⋆ ≥ P;
P⋆ ≤ P;
µ⋆ ≥ 0; and

µ⋆ ≥ 0,

• whereM⋆ = diag{µ⋆} ∈ R
nP×nP andM

⋆
= diag{µ⋆} ∈ R

nP×nP are
diagonal matrices with entries specified by the entries ofµ⋆ andµ⋆,
respectively, which correspond to the constraintsP≥ P andP≤ P.

• These first-order necessary conditions involve the marginal costs∇fk,
which we have assumed are given by the offer functions.
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8.9.3 Representation of demand bids
• Optimality conditions including demand bids are similar.
• To represent bid demand, we define:

– an additional entry, sayD, in the decision vector to represent the

demand, so that the decision vector becomesx=

[

D
P

]

∈R
1+nP,

– specify a feasible operating set for demand of the formS0 =
[

0,D
]

, and
– include an additional term,f0, in the objective that representsminusthe

benefits of consumption.
• We modify the objective (5.3) to:

∀x∈ R
1+nP, f (x) = f0(D)+

nP

∑
k=1

fk(Pk).

• Recall that the power balance constraints (5.4) are:

D =
nP

∑
k=1

Pk.

• We can “dispatch” the demand similarly to the case of generators.
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8.10 Pricing rule
(i) Lagrange multiplier on power balance constraint,

(ii) Example,
(iii) The case of no feasible solution,
(iv) Re-interpretation of the case where not all specified demand is met.
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8.10.1 Lagrange multiplier on power balance constraint
• As discussed in Section7, by Theorem4.14the Lagrange multiplierλ⋆

on the supply-demand balance constraint is the sensitivityof the objective
to changes in demand:
– as mentioned in Section6.3, this sensitivity is sometimes called the

marginal surplus and is the market clearing price.
• Our pricing rule for this case will be to pay (generators) or charge

(demands) for all energy uniformly at a priceπ = λ⋆:
– That is, energy is priced at the marginal surplus.

• Generatork is paidπ×Pk = λ⋆×Pk for generatingPk.
• If a generator is not at its minimum or maximum production then the

first-order necessary conditions of the economic dispatch problem say
that generatork’s marginal cost will be equal toλ⋆:
– such a generator is calledmarginal,
– the pricing rule is also calledmarginal cost pricing,
– the marginal generator is sometimes said to “set” the price,although all

dispatched offers in fact contribute to determining which generator is
marginal and therefore all contribute to “setting” the price.
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Lagrange multiplier on power balance constraint, continued
• We will see that if a demand bid is not completely supplied then its

(possibly implicit) willingness-to-pay will be equal toλ⋆.
– Paralleling the phrasing for generators, we might say that the demand

“sets” the price at its willingness-to-pay.
• We will also see that we can generalize the pricing rule to thecase where

there is supply and demand for multiple commodities.
– The basic principle will be to price each commodity based on the

Lagrange multiplier on the corresponding system constraint.
– The prices do not depend (directly) on Lagrange multiplierson

generator constraints.
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8.10.2 Example
• Consider the previous example from Section5.4.2with nP = 3, D = 3000

MW, λ⋆ = $50/MWh, and marginal costs:

∀P1 ∈ [0,1500],∇f1(P1) = $40/MWh,
∀P2 ∈ [0,1000],∇f2(P2) = $20/MWh,
∀P3 ∈ [0,1500],∇f3(P3) = $50/MWh,

• so thatf is linear, with:

∀P∈ R
nP, f (P) = c†P,

• with c=

[

40
20
50

]

.
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Example, continued
• Suppose that each generator sets its offer function equal toits marginal

cost function.
• The minimizer of the offer-based economic dispatch problemis

P⋆
1 = 1500,P⋆

2 = 1000, andP⋆
3 = 500.

• Generator 3 is marginal and has offer price $50/MWh.
• All energy is transacted at a price ofλ⋆ = $50/MWh, which is the

marginal offer price and the marginal surplus.
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Example, continued
• Generator 3 is paid its offer price, which equals its marginal cost.

– We might say that the marginal cost of generator 3 “sets” the price of
λ⋆ = $50/MWh.

• Generators 1 and 2 are paid more than their offer price; that is, they are
paid more than their marginal costs.
– The marginal costs of generators 1 and 2 do not “set” the pricein that

their marginal cost differs from the price ofλ⋆ = $50/MWh by the
Lagrange multipliers on the respective generator constraints.

– Of course, the marginal cost and capacities of generators 1 and 2 help to
determine the economic dispatch that sets the price!

• Demand pays at the price ofλ⋆ = $50/MWh.
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8.10.3 The case of not meeting all demand
• If there is enough supply to meet the specified demand then there will be

a feasible solution.
• However, if there are no demand bids or insufficient demand bids and

supply is insufficient to meet the specified, desired demand then there is
no feasible solution:
– supply does not intersect the desired demand!

• In this case, from a practical perspective, the system operator must curtail
some of the desired demand (or violate other constraints) inthe economic
dispatch problem.

• What should the price be?
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The case of not meeting all demand, continued
• Curtailment implies that not all of the specified, desired demandD can be

served.
• Some demand will be involuntarily limited:

– we can notionally imagine a marginaldis-benefitof involuntary
curtailment, thevalue of lost loador VOLL , and

– we re-interpret the specified demand to be a demand that is bidwith a
willingness-to-pay equal to some valuew, which we interpret to be the
value of lost load.

– as mentioned earlier, we define a variableD to represent the demand
actually served.
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The case of not meeting all demand, continued
• The benefit function is given by:

∀D ∈ S0 =
[

0,D
]

,benefit(D) = w×D,

• We require that 0≤ D ≤ D, with corresponding Lagrange multipliersµ⋆
0

andµ⋆0.

✻

✲ D

benefit(D)

D

✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟

Slope isw

Fig. 8.2. Benefit function
for consumption.
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The case of not meeting all demand, continued
• The feasible set for consumption is:

S0 = {D ∈ R|0≤ D ≤ D}.

• We modify the economic dispatch problem to include:
– an additional termf0 = (−benefit) in the objective,
– power balance constraints of the formD = ∑nP

k=1Pk.
• The first line in the first-order necessary conditions corresponding toD is

then (whereD⋆ is optimal value):

0= ∇f0(D
⋆)+λ⋆−µ⋆

0
+µ⋆0 =

d(−benefit)
dD (D⋆)+λ⋆−µ⋆

0
+µ⋆0,

= −w+λ⋆−µ⋆
0
+µ⋆0.

• When the desired demandD is not completely met:
0< D⋆ < D, so by complementary slackness,µ⋆

0
= µ⋆0 = 0,

substituting into the first line of the FONC,λ⋆ = w.
the willingness-to-pay ofw “sets” the price in this case,
generators should be paid and demand should pay at the pricew.
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8.11 Incentives
(i) Price-taking assumption,

(ii) Profit maximization,
(iii) Offer versus marginal cost of production,
(iv) Infra-marginal revenues,
(v) Investment decisions.
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8.11.1 Price-taking assumption
• We assume (for now) that each generator and each consumer of electricity

cannot individually influence the price:
– we say that each market participant is aprice taker in the economics

sense,
– (“price taker” is also used in the context of electricity markets to mean a

market participant who, for example, is at maximum capacityand
therefore does not directly “set” the price; however, such amarket
participant can potentially influence the price and so is notnecessarily a
price taker in the economics sense.)

• More specifically, we will assume that the Lagrange multipliersλ⋆, µ⋆,
andµ⋆ that satisfy the optimality conditions for offer-based economic
dispatch do not change (significantly) if any particular generator offer or
any particular demand bid changes.

• We will show that, under the price-taking assumption, the pricing rule:
aligns private incentives to maximize profits, with
the public policy goal of achieving economic dispatch; thatis,

maximizing surplus.
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8.11.2 Profit maximization
• Repeating the analysis from Section5.3.4, again consider a particular

generator that has a production cost functionfk : R→ R in a particular
period of its production.

• If it producesPk then the cost of production isfk(Pk).
• It is paid a priceπ = λ⋆ for its productionPk.
• That is, revenue isπ×Pk = λ⋆×Pk.
• Operating profit isΠk = (λ⋆×Pk)− fk(Pk).
• What should generatork do to maximize profit, given that it cannot affect

the Lagrange multipliersλ⋆, µ⋆, andµ⋆?
• Given an energy price specified byπ = λ⋆, and assuming that the

generator cannot affectλ⋆, profit maximization involves finding a value of
generationP⋆⋆

k that solves the following problem:

max
Pk∈Sk

{(λ⋆×Pk)− fk(Pk)}= max
Pk∈R

{(λ⋆×Pk)− fk(Pk)|Pk ≤ Pk ≤ Pk}.
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Profit maximization, continued
• Equivalently, the generator couldminimizethe negative of the profit:

min
Pk∈Sk

{ fk(Pk)− (λ⋆×Pk)}= min
Pk∈R

{ fk(Pk)− (λ⋆×Pk)|Pk ≤ Pk ≤ Pk}.

• The optimality conditions for a minimizerP⋆⋆
k of this problem are:

∃µ⋆⋆
k
,µ⋆⋆k ∈ R such that:∇fk(P

⋆⋆
k )−λ⋆−µ⋆⋆

k
+µ⋆⋆k = 0;

µ⋆⋆
k
(Pk−P⋆⋆

k ) = 0;

µ⋆⋆k (P⋆⋆
k −Pk) = 0;

P⋆⋆
k ≥ Pk;

P⋆⋆
k ≤ Pk;

µ⋆⋆k ≥ 0; and
µ⋆⋆

k
≥ 0.

• Generatork seeksP⋆⋆
k , µ⋆⋆

k
, andµ⋆⋆k satisfying these optimality conditions.

• Generatork enforces its own generator constraints by requiring that
P⋆⋆

k ≥ Pk andP⋆⋆
k ≤ Pk.
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Profit maximization, continued
• Note that these optimality conditions for generatork are precisely those

lines in the first-order necessary conditions for economic dispatch in
Section8.9.2that involve generatork.

• Assuming differentiability andstrict convexity of fk, these optimality
conditions areuniquelysatisfied byP⋆⋆

k = P⋆
k , µ⋆⋆

k
= µ⋆

k
, andµ⋆⋆k = µ⋆k.

• When paid at the priceπ = λ⋆ for all of its units of production, the
generator making “decentralized” decisions to maximize its own profit
will choose to produce at the levelP⋆

k that is consistent with economic
dispatch.

• The priceπ = λ⋆, together with profit maximizing behavior by the
generator, will yield economic dispatch:
– the priceπ = λ⋆ is a market clearing price, since total supply equals

demand.
• In the context of economic dispatch, this market clearing price is said to

strictly support economic dispatch whenfk is strictly convex, meaning
that there is a unique profit maximizing production level forgeneratork
and this production level is consistent with economic dispatch.
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Profit maximization, continued
• If fk is convex but not strictly convex then there may be multiple choices

that maximize profit.
– In this case, the choice of generation is not completely decentralized

since it requires specification of the valueP⋆
k by the ISO.

– However,P⋆⋆
k = P⋆

k is still consistent with individual profit
maximization.

– The price is a market clearing price in that supply equals demand for
some choice of generation and demand that is consistent withindividual
profit maximization.

– To emphasize that the price is insufficient to determine the market
clearing quantities, we say that the price does not strictlysupport
economic dispatch.

– (We say that the pricesupportseconomic dispatch to include both the
strictly supporting and not strictly supporting cases.)

• Several markets allow only piece-wise constant offers:
– prices will support but will typically not strictly supporteconomic

dispatch.
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8.11.3 Offer versus marginal cost of production
• We have implicitly assumed that the offer of each generator is thesameas

the derivative of its cost of production:
– generator is said to have made acompetitive offer or aprice taking (in

the economics sense) offer.
• Here we will explore the conditions under which it is profit maximizing

to make a competitive offer.
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Offer versus marginal cost of production, continued
• Let’s continue to writex⋆, λ⋆, µ⋆, andµ⋆ for the solution of economic

dispatch based on the “true” marginal costs for each generator.
• However, suppose that generatork specifies its offer to bedifferentto its

true marginal cost:
– the offer is∇fk+e,
– where∇fk is the marginal cost, but
– wheree : R→ R is a function representing the mark-up (or mark-down,

if negative) of the offer above generatork’s marginal cost.
• Since offers are supposed to be derivatives of convex costs,this modified

offer must be non-decreasing.
• The ISO uses the modified offer∇fk+e instead of∇fk in its economic

dispatch calculations, possibly resulting in different dispatch quantitiesx.
• We continue to assume that the resulting Lagrange multipliers λ⋆, µ⋆, and

µ⋆ that satisfy the optimality conditions for offer-based economic dispatch
do not change due to the modified offer:
– the conditions under which this assumption is true, or approximately

true, will be discussed.
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Offer versus marginal cost of production, continued
• Suppose that the ISO’s solution to economic dispatch with the offer

∇fk+e now involved generatork producingP⋆⋆⋆
k 6= P⋆

k .
• But by the discussion in Section8.11.2, we know thatP⋆

k maximizes the
profit for k, given the priceλ⋆.

• So, dispatching atP⋆⋆⋆
k cannotimprove the profit compared to dispatching

atP⋆
k , although the profit might be no worse than the profit atP⋆

k .
• How does generatork guarantee that it is asked by the ISO to generate at

its profit maximizing levelP⋆
k ?

– By settinge= 0; that is, offering at its true marginal cost.
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Offer versus marginal cost of production, continued
• A similar argument applies for the mis-specification of minimum and

maximum capacities for power production, but the corresponding results
are somewhat weaker.
– Suppose that the Lagrange multipliers in the ISO solution ofoffer-based

economic dispatch are not affected.
– Then, a generator that specifies its “offered capacities” differently to its

actual capacities will not experience better profits (in expectation)
compared to the case where it specified its limits correctly.

• For example, suppose that a generator “physically withholds” by
specifying offered capacity that is less than its actual capacity.
– If the result of offer-based economic dispatch is for it to operate at its

offered capacity then it receives a price at or above its offer price.
– It would have made at least as much or more profit by generatingat a

higher level at that price, which it could have achieved by not physically
withholding.
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Offer versus marginal cost of production, continued
• Conversely, suppose that a generator specifies an offered capacity that is

more than its actual capacity.
– If the result of offer-based economic dispatch is for it to operate above

its actual capacity then it will be unable to generate at thislevel.
– The implications depend on whether the market is aforward market

(such as a day-ahead market) or areal-time market (see Section11).
– If the market is a forward market:
◦ The generator will have to buy back the energy it is unable to produce

from a later market.
◦ The generator risks that the price will be higher in the latermarket.
◦ It has effectively made avirtual offer for the difference between its

offered capacity and its actual capacity,
◦ If all else is equal, there will be less supply in the later market, so the

buy back price will typically be higher in the later market.
– If the market is a real-time market then adeviation penaltymay be

assessed if the deviation is large enough:
◦ Possibly keyed to economic cost of procuring energy at late notice.
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Offer versus marginal cost of production, continued
• We will further discuss the implications of mis-specification of capacity

in the context of reserves.
• All of the previous arguments rely on the assumption that theoffer of the

market participant does not affect the values of the Lagrange multipliers
calculated in the ISO offer-based economic dispatch problem.

• If a market participant owns multiple generators or if a single generator is
large enough:
– then Lagrange multipliers in the ISO problem (and hence prices) are

affected by the offer of the market participant,
– so offers that differ from marginal cost can improve profits compared to

offering at marginal cost,
– “economics” definition of market power,
– discussed in market power course,

www.ece.utexas.edu/ ˜ baldick/classes/394V_market_power/
– we will not treat this case in detail in this course.

• From now on, we will treat offers and marginal costs as synonymous.
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Offer versus marginal cost of production, continued
• Note that the examples used throughout the course typicallyinvolve

“large” generators relative to the size of the market:
– easier to solve examples with a small number of generators, but
– firms in such examples have a large amount of market power and would

improve profits by not offering competitively!
• Can usually re-cast example by dividing each large generator up into

many smaller generators having similar costs:
– can then typically expect competitive or close-to-competitive behavior.
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8.11.4 Infra-marginal revenues
• For simplicity, first suppose that a generatork has constant marginal costs

as shown in Figure8.3.
• Also assume that economic dispatch results in a power level for generator

k that is between its minimum and maximum capacity.
• Then, by the first-order necessary conditions,∇fk(P⋆

k ) = λ⋆.
• Ignoring no-load costs costs,fk(0) = fk(0+) = 0, so that:

fk(P
⋆
k ) =

∫ P′
k=P⋆

k

P′
k=0

∇fk(P
′
k)dP′

k = ∇fk(P
⋆
k )×P⋆

k = λ⋆×P⋆
k ,

• so that revenues exactly cover operating costs.

✻

✲

P⋆
k

λ⋆

Pk

∇fk(Pk)

PkPk

Fig. 8.3. Revenues (shaded
region) exactly cover op-
erating costs with constant
marginal costs (horizontal
thick line).
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Infra-marginal revenues, continued
• More typically, marginal costs increase with production asin Figure8.4,

so that, by strict convexity offk, if fk(0) = fk(0+) = 0 then:

fk(P
⋆
k ) < ∇fk(P

⋆
k )×P⋆

k ,

= λ⋆×P⋆
k ,

• so that revenuesmorethan cover operating costs.

✻

✲

P⋆
k

λ⋆

Pk

∇fk(Pk)

Pk

✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟

Pk

Fig. 8.4. Revenues (shaded
region) more than cover op-
erating costs with increasing
marginal costs (monotoni-
cally increasing thick line).
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Infra-marginal revenues, continued
• Moreover, if a generator is at maximum production then:

∇fk(P
⋆
k ) = λ⋆−µ⋆k,

≤ λ⋆,

• so that revenues again more than cover operating costs.

✻

✲

λ⋆

Pk

∇fk(Pk)

P⋆
k = Pk

✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟∇fk(P⋆
k )

Pk

Fig. 8.5. Revenues (shaded
region) more than cover op-
erating costs when fully dis-
patched.
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Infra-marginal revenues, continued
• On the other hand, if a generator is at minimum production then:

∇fk(P
⋆
k ) = λ⋆+µ⋆

k
,

≥ λ⋆,

• so that revenues might not cover the operating costs.
• In the context of unit commitment, this situation suggests that the

generator should be de-committed.
• We will see in Section10 that if the ISO needs the generator to stay

committed then it will provide amake-wholepayment to the generator.

✻

✲

P⋆
k = Pk

λ⋆

Pk

∇fk(Pk)

Pk

✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟

∇fk(P⋆
k )

Fig. 8.6. Revenues (shaded
region) may not cover oper-
ating costs when dispatched
at minimum.
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Infra-marginal revenues, continued
• When revenues are more than operating costs we say that thereare

infra-marginal rents or infra-marginal revenues.
• In practice, there may be a non-zero value offk(0+):

– as with the case of a generator being operated at minimum, we will deal
with non-zerofk(0+) with amake-wholepayment.

• Why allow infra-marginal rents?

(i) Generators have capital and other costs in addition to operating costs.
• If the market price did not cover more than their operating costs

then they would all become bankrupt!
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Infra-marginal revenues, continued
• Why allow infra-marginal rents?

(ii) Suppose that, in the hope of reducing payments, for example,because
of a concern about market power, we changed the pricing rule so that
each accepted generator was paid only what it offered:
• Continue to dispatch in order from low price to high price offers.
• Still expect similar highest accepted offer price.
• In such apay-as-bid(or pay-as-offer) market, the previous

argument about a generator maximizing its profit by offeringat its
marginal costs is no longer valid:
– each accepted generator will want to forecast the highest accepted

offer price and offer at that price in order to maximize its profit.
• A result in economics called therevenue equivalence theorem

suggests that changing the pricing rule will not result in changes to
the net payments to generators!

• The basic reason is that the offers will change in response tothe
changed pricing rule so that the payments under the pay-as-bid rule
will match the payments under the uniform price rule.
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Infra-marginal revenues, continued
• Unfortunately, the restrictive assumptions of the revenueequivalence

theorem do not exactly hold in electricity markets.
• However, the result approximately holds and so changing thepricing rule

is unlikely to significantly change the revenues.
• Moreover, under a pay-as-bid mechanism, profitability of each generator

depends on each generator forecasting the price and offering at that price.
• Due to imperfections in forecasts, these predictions will be wrong and we

will get poor dispatch:
– imagine a nuclear generator who forecasts high prices, and
– a gas plant that forecasts low prices.

• All electricity markets in North America pay uniform pricesfor energy
that are market-clearing when there is sufficient supply to meet demand:
– have varying approaches to pricing underscarcity; that is, occasions

when not all desired demand can be met.
• Make-whole payments can, however, be interpreted as pay-as-bid

payments.
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8.11.5 Investment decisions
• As discussed in Section7, if generators (and generator infrastructure):

come in small “lumps” and do not exhibit economies of scale in
construction,

can be built quickly, and
no participant can unilaterally affect prices,

• then investors have incentives to build the “right” amount of generation
capacity:
– if there is too much capacity then prices (and anticipated prices) will

typically be low, infra-marginal rents will be small, and there will be
little incentive to invest in more generation, while

– if there is too little capacity then prices (and anticipatedprices) will rise
until infra-marginal rents are large enough to encourage new investment.

• Investment in “peaking capacity” will only occur if demand sets the price
at peak, as discussed in Section 7.8.15, or there is some other mechanism
to allow peaking generation to recover more than operating costs.

• If prices are depressed (for example, by market power mitigation rules)
then investment in peaking capacity will not occur spontaneously!
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8.12 Generalizations
• We will generalize the basic formulation in three ways:

– including ancillary services such as reserves,
– including transmission constraints (Section9), and
– including unit commitment decisions (Section10).

• We will explicitly consider reserves here and the other generalizations in
Sections9 and10.

• We will also consider how generally to set prices on commodities defined
by system constraints and discuss the representation of constraints.

(i) Ancillary services,
(ii) Offer-based reserve-constrained economic dispatch,
(iii) More general formulations of economic dispatch,
(iv) Generalized offer-based economic dispatch,
(v) Spinning reserve re-visited,

(vi) Non-linear system constraints,
(vii) Representation of constraints.
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8.12.1 Ancillary services
• Because supply must meet demand continuously, a supply-demand

constraint on average power production over an interval or on forecast
conditions at the end of a dispatch interval do not fully ensure that
supply-demand balance is satisfied continuously.

• Moreover, because markets cannot respond instantaneouslyto equipment
failure, we must explicitly considerrecourse:
– we must prepare in advance to be ready to deal with a generatoroutage

or other change if it occurs,
– in principle, we could usestochastic optimizationto represent recourse

decisions explicitly, but
– in practice, segments of generation capacity are set aside from the

production of energy in order to provide for recourse and this capacity
can be interpreted as providing additional services besides the
production of energy.

• As mentioned previously, these additional services to continuously satisfy
supply-demand balance and satisfy other constraints are called ancillary
services.
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Ancillary services, continued
• We will first focus onspinning reserve, which is the capability of a

generator to respond to frequency change due to supply-demand
imbalance after, for example, a generator outage and then tofurther
respond to ISO signals to change production:
– ERCOT uses the termresponsive reserveto refer both to generation

that can provide such reserve, and also to demand that can provide a
similar response.

– for notational simplicity we will ignore the case of demand providing
reserves.

• The most critical requirement for spinning reserve is the ability to
increaseproduction subsequent to a failure of a generator.
– We will focus on this issue, although being able to decrease production

subsequent to the loss of a large load or sudden increase in, for example,
wind generation may also be critical.

• We will consider aco-optimizedmarket where energy and spinning
reserve are considered together in a single market.
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8.12.1.1 Variables
• We must explicitly represent the power generation and the spinning

reserve of a generator.
• Since spinning reserve is an amount of generation capacity,its units are

the same as the units of power.
• Slightly abusing notation, we re-interpret the decision variable associated

with generatork to be a vector:

xk =

[

Pk
Sk

]

,

=

[

amount of average power production by generatork during interval
amount of spinning reserve provided by generatork during interval

]

,

∈ R
2,

• where, to be concrete, we are considering a typicalday-ahead
formulation wherePk represents the average power over the interval:
– in a real-time market, these decision variables might instead represent

targets for the end of the dispatch interval.
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8.12.1.2 Generator constraints
• We previously considered minimum and maximum power limits.
• Ramp rate limits typically determine the maximum spinning reserve.
• Spinning reserve is also limited by the maximum power limits, since

average power production plus spinning reserve is bounded by the
minimum and maximum capacity.

• The feasible operating setSk for generatork is therefore re-defined to be:

Sk = {xk ∈ R
2|Pk ≤ Pk ≤ Pk,Sk ≤ Sk ≤ Sk,Pk ≤ Pk+Sk ≤ Pk},

• where we writePk andPk for the minimum and maximum power
production capacities,Sk andSk for the lower and upper limits on
spinning reserve, with:
– power produced being required to stay within these limits, and
– the sum of power produced and spinning reserve being required to stay

within these limits (the “power plus reserve constraint”),and
– where we might use a slightly different formulation if we were

separately considering ability to decrease production subsequent to the
loss of a large load or increase in wind production.
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Generator constraints, continued
• The feasible operating setSk for generatork is a region inR2

+.
• As an example, suppose that:

Pk = 0 MW,
Pk = 100 MW,
Sk = 0 MW,
Sk = 20 MW.

✲

✻

Sk

Pk
0 80 100

0

20

❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉
❉❉

Fig. 8.7. The feasible
operating set Sk for
generatork.
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Generator constraints, continued
• We can re-write the generator constraints in the form:

Sk = {xk ∈ R
2|δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk},

• whereΓk ∈ R
r×2, δk ∈ R

r , andδk ∈ R
r are appropriately chosen matrices

and vectors withr = 3 to represent the generator constraints:

Γk =

[

1 0
0 1
1 1

]

,

δk =

[

Pk
Sk
Pk

]

,

δk =





Pk

Sk
Pk



 .

• Other formulations of the generator constraints are possible and will
again result in constraints such asδk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk but possibly withr 6= 3.
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8.12.1.3 Objective
• We now consider the cost of generation to be a function of bothpower

and spinning reserve.

xk =

[

Pk
Sk

]

,

fk(xk) = fk

([

Pk
Sk

])

,

∇fk(xk) =











∂ fk
∂Pk

([

Pk
Sk

])

∂ fk
∂Sk

([

Pk
Sk

])











.
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Objective, continued
• It is typically the case that the cost of generation is additively separable

into the sum of:
a costfkP for producing energy depending only onPk, and
a costfkS for providing spinning reserve depending only onSk.

∀xk =

[

Pk
Sk

]

∈ Sk, fk(xk) = fkP(Pk)+ fkS(Sk),

∀xk =

[

Pk
Sk

]

∈ Sk,∇fk(xk) =







∂ fkP
∂Pk

(Pk)

∂ fkS
∂Sk

(Sk)






=

[

∇fkP(Pk)
∇fkS(Sk)

]

.

• Moreover, reserves typically impose essentially nodirect operational cost
on the generator so thatfkS= 0.
– We will see that even if the reserves cost is zero, the paymentfor

reserves can be non-zero if inequality constraints involving reserves are
binding.
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8.12.1.4 System constraints
Power balance

• As previously, we must satisfy power balance constraints:

D =
nP

∑
k=1

Pk,

• where we have assumed a fixed demandD.
• As previously, we can write the constraint in the formAx= b with:

x =

[

P
S

]

,

A =
[

−1† 0
]

,

b =
[

−D
]

,

• where we have re-ordered the elements ofx and partitioned it into two
sub-vectors:
P∈ R

nP consists of all the real power productions, and
S∈ R

nP consists of all the spinning reserve contributions.
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Spinning reserve

• What is the purpose of spinning reserve?
• Formulation 1. To withstand an outage of the generator producing the

most in the system:

∀k= 1, . . . ,nP, ∑
j 6=k

Sj ≥ Pk.

• Formulation 2. To withstand outages of the two generators producing the
largest and second largest in the system:

∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,∀ℓ > k, ∑
j 6=k,ℓ

Sj ≥ Pk+Pℓ.

• One drawback of these two formulations is that they imply a large
number of constraints:
– we will consider formulation 1 in detail in later development, but

formulation 2 is similar.
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Spinning reserve, continued

• These two formulations also have thepolitical drawback of highlighting
that large generators contribute to the need for spinning reserve and
would, if taken literally, result in charging the largest generators for their
reserve implications:
– we will nevertheless return to these cases when we consider how to

handle multiple system constraints,
– we will also illustrate that the form of the constraint determines whether

the cost of service isuplifted ,
– whereuplift means any charges other than payments for commodities.

• Kirschen and Strbac advocate for generators to pay for spinning reserve
in Power System Economics, (section 5.4.3.1).

• In the Australian market, “frequency control ancillary services” (also
known as spinning reserve) for restoring frequency following failure of a
generator are paid for by the generators (although not according the
pricing rules implied by the above formulations):
– See, “Guide to Ancillary Services in the National Electricity Market,”

AEMO, page 11, Available fromwww.aemo.com.au
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Spinning reserve, continued

• Formulation 3. To withstand an outage equal to some “fixed” fraction of
the total demand:

∑
k

Sk ≥ αD.

– How isα determined?(maximum generator capacity)/(D)?
– This formulation has the drawback of hiding the dependence of

spinning reserve requirements on the largest generation.
– A variation on this is to procure spinning reserve in every hour to

withstand an outage equal to some fixed fraction of the demandthat
occurs in the hour of peak demand.

• Formulation 4. To withstand an outage equal to a fixed requirement:

∑
k

Sk ≥ F,

• whereF is the “fixed” amount of required spinning reserve.
• We will first think of F as a constant, but consider the implications of it

actually depending on system conditions, such as largest generation.
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Spinning reserve, continued

• Whichever formulation we choose, we can write the spinning reserve
constraint in the formCx≤ d.

• For example, for the “fixed” requirement formulation,∑kSk ≥ F ,
formulation we have:

C =
[

0 −1†
]

,

d = [−F].

• We will first consider this formulation in detail.
• Then consider the other formulations to see the implications for uplift.
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8.12.1.5 Problem
Formulation

• The reserve-constrained economic dispatch problem is:

min
∀k=1,...,nP,xk∈Sk

{ f (x)|Ax= b,Cx≤ d}

= min
x∈R2nP

{ f (x)|Ax= b,Cx≤ d,∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk}.

• For concreteness, we will first assume a “fixed” spinning reserve
requirement of the form∑kSk ≥ F, so thatC =

[

0 −1†
]

andd = [−F ].
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Formulation, continued

• Recall the definition ofx:

x=

































P1
...

Pk
...

PnP
S1
...

Sk
...

SnP

































.
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Formulation, continued

• Recall the specifications ofA andC:

A =
[

−1† 0
]

,

C =
[

0 −1†
]

.

• DefineAk to be the “columns” ofA associated with the variablesPk andSk
representing generatork:

Ak = [−1 0] .

• DefineCk to be the “columns” ofC associated with the variablesPk and
Sk representing generatork:

Ck = [0 −1] .

• When we generalize to the case of more than one system equality
constraint and more than one system inequality constraint,the
corresponding matricesAk andCk will have columns that are actually
vectors!
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Minimizer

• Suppose thatx⋆ ∈ R
2nP is the minimizer of the reserve-constrained

economic dispatch problem.
• The problem is convex so the first-order necessary conditions are also

sufficient.
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First-order necessary conditions for economic dispatch

∃λ⋆ ∈ R,∃µ⋆ ∈ R,∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,∃µ⋆
k
,µ⋆k ∈ R

r such that:

∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,∇fk(x
⋆
k)+ [Ak]

†λ⋆+[Ck]
†µ⋆− [Γk]

†µ⋆
k
+[Γk]

†µ⋆k = 0;

µ⋆(Cx⋆−d) = 0;
∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,M

⋆
k(δk−Γkx

⋆
k) = 0;

∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,M
⋆
k(Γkx

⋆
k−δk) = 0;

Ax⋆ = b;
Cx⋆ ≤ d;

∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,Γkx
⋆
k ≥ δk;

∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,Γkx
⋆ ≤ δk;

µ⋆ ≥ 0;
µ⋆

k
≥ 0; and

µ⋆k ≥ 0,

• whereM⋆
k = diag{µ⋆

k
} ∈ R

r×r andM
⋆
k = diag{µ⋆k} ∈ R

r×r are diagonal
matrices with entries specified by the entries ofµ⋆

k
andµ⋆k, respectively.
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First-order necessary conditions, continued

• Using the specifications of the matricesA andC:

∃λ⋆ ∈ R,∃µ⋆ ∈ R,∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,∃µ⋆
k
,µ⋆k ∈ R

r such that:

∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,∇fk(x
⋆
k)−

[

λ⋆

µ⋆

]

− [Γk]
†µ⋆

k
+[Γk]

†µ⋆k = 0;

µ⋆(Cx⋆−d) = 0;
∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,M

⋆
k(δk−Γkx

⋆
k) = 0;

∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,M
⋆
k(Γkx

⋆
k−δk) = 0;

Ax⋆ = b;
Cx⋆ ≤ d;

∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,Γkx
⋆
k ≥ δk;

∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,Γkx
⋆
k ≤ δk;

µ⋆ ≥ 0;
µ⋆

k
≥ 0; and

µ⋆k ≥ 0.
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First-order necessary conditions, continued

• Note thatµ⋆
k

andµ⋆k are now vectors and have different (expanded)
interpretations compared to the previous interpretation of µ⋆

k
andµ⋆k.

• However,µ⋆
k

andµ⋆k are still Lagrange multipliers on generator constraints
for generatork= 1, . . . ,nP.

• In particular, the entriesµ⋆
kℓ

andµ⋆kℓ are the Lagrange multipliers on the

generator constraintsΓkℓx⋆k ≥ δkℓ andΓkℓx⋆k ≤ δkℓ, respectively, where:
Γkℓ is theℓ-th row of Γk, and
δkℓ andδkℓ are theℓ-th entries ofδk andδk, respectively.

• Moreover,λ⋆ andµ⋆ are Lagrange multipliers on system constraints.
• We will distinguish generator constraints from system constraints and

distinguish their corresponding Lagrange multipliers in the context of
offer-based reserve-constrained economic dispatch:
– Lagrange multipliersµ⋆

kℓ
andµ⋆kℓ correspond to generator constraints,

while
– Lagrange multipliersλ⋆ andµ⋆ correspond to system constraints.
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8.12.1.6 Example
• Example 5.6 from Kirschen and Strbac,Power System Economics.
• ∀k= 1, . . . ,nP = 4,Pk = Sk = 0, and with the other capacities and

marginal costs specified by:

P1 = 250,S1 = 0,∀x1 ∈ S1,∇f1(x1) =

[

$2/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P2 = 230,S2 = 160,∀x2 ∈ S2,∇f2(x2) =

[

$17/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P3 = 240,S3 = 190,∀x3 ∈ S3,∇f3(x3) =

[

$20/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P4 = 250,S4 = 0,∀x4 ∈ S4,∇f4(x4) =

[

$28/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

• so that energy costs are non-zero but spinning reserve costsare zero.
• We consider two levels of demand,D = 300 andD = 500 MW.
• We require procured spinning reserve to be at leastF = 250 MW in both

cases.
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Example, continued
• Note that generator 1 cannot provide spinning reserve and has the lowest

marginal cost:
– for any demand equal to or above 250 MW, generator 1 will be fully

dispatched, and
– the optimal values of power and spinning reserve for generator 1 are:

P⋆
1 = 250 MW,

S⋆1 = 0 MW.

• Only generators 2 and 3 can provide spinning reserve and neither can
provide all the spinning reserve alone.

• Generator 2 has the lower marginal cost amongst generators 2and 3:
– use generator 2 to produce as much energy as possible consistent with

meeting the reserve constraint,
– use generator 3 to provide as much spinning reserve as possible,
– optimal values:

S⋆3 = S3 = 190 MW,

S⋆2 = F −S⋆3 = 250−190= 60 MW.
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Example, continued
• ForD = 300 MW:

– Other optimal values are:P⋆
2 = 50 MW, P⋆

3 = P⋆
4 = S⋆4 = 0 MW, with:

◦ the upper limit on the three generator constraints for generator 1
binding,

◦ none of the three sets of generator constraints for generator 2 binding,
and

◦ only the upper limit on the spinning reserve constraint for generator 3
binding.

– First line of the first-order necessary conditions yields for generator 2:

0 = ∇f2(x
⋆
2)−

[

λ⋆

µ⋆

]

− [Γ2]
†µ⋆

2
+[Γ2]

†µ⋆2,

=

[

$17/MWh
$0/MWh

]

−

[

λ⋆

µ⋆

]

,

– by complementary slackness, since none of the three sets of generator
constraints for generator 2 are binding.

– That is,λ⋆ = $17/MWh andµ⋆ = $0/MWh.
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Example, continued
– Recalling the sensitivity results from Theorem4.14, note that:
◦ λ⋆ is the sensitivity of surplus to changes in the demand, and
◦ µ⋆ is the sensitivity of surplus to changes in the requirementsfor

spinning reserve.
– That is:
◦ increasing demand would require increasing generator 2 production,

costingλ⋆ = $17/MWh.
◦ increasing spinning reserve requirements would require additional

spinning reserve from generator 2, costingµ⋆ = $0/MWh.
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Example, continued
• ForD = 500 MW:

– The other optimal values are:P⋆
2 = P2−S⋆2 = 230−60= 170 MW,

P⋆
3 = 50 MW, P⋆

4 = 30 MW, with:
◦ the upper limit on the three generator constraints for generator 1

binding,
◦ only the upper limit on the power plus reserve constraint forgenerator

2 binding,
◦ only the upper limit on the spinning reserve constraint and the power

plus reserve constraint for generator 3 binding, and
◦ only the spinning reserve constraint for generator 4 binding.
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Example, continued
– The first line of the first-order necessary conditions yieldsfor generator

4:

0 = ∇f4(x
⋆
4)−

[

λ⋆

µ⋆

]

− [Γ4]
†µ⋆

4
+[Γ4]

†µ⋆4,

=

[

$28/MWh
$0/MWh

]

−

[

λ⋆

µ⋆

]

−

[

1 0 1
0 1 1

]

µ⋆
4
+

[

1 0 1
0 1 1

]

µ⋆4,

=

[

$28/MWh
$0/MWh

]

−

[

λ⋆

µ⋆

]

−

[

0
µ⋆

42

]

+

[

0
µ⋆42

]

,

– where, by complementary slackness,µ⋆
4
=





0
µ⋆

42
0



 andµ⋆4 =

[

0
µ⋆42
0

]

since

only the spinning reserve constraint for generator 4 is binding.
– Focusing on the first line of this condition, we obtain

0= $28/MWh−λ⋆.
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Example, continued
– The first line of the first-order necessary conditions yieldsfor generator

2:

0 = ∇f2(x
⋆
2)−

[

λ⋆

µ⋆

]

− [Γ2]
†µ⋆

2
+[Γ2]

†µ⋆2,

=

[

$17/MWh
$0/MWh

]

−

[

λ⋆

µ⋆

]

−

[

1 0 1
0 1 1

]

µ⋆
2
+

[

1 0 1
0 1 1

]

µ⋆2,

=

[

$17/MWh
$0/MWh

]

−

[

λ⋆

µ⋆

]

−0+
[

µ⋆23
µ⋆23

]

,

– where, by complementary slackness,µ⋆
2
= 0 andµ⋆2 =

[

0
0

µ⋆23

]

since only

the upper limit on the power plus reserve constraint for generator 2 is
binding.
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Example, continued
– Focusing on the first line of the condition, we obtain

0= $17/MWh−λ⋆+µ⋆23, so that
µ⋆23= $28/MWh−$17/MWh= $11/MWh.

– Focusing on the second line of the condition, we obtain
0= $0/MWh−µ⋆+µ⋆23.

– That is,λ⋆ = $28/MWh andµ⋆ = $11/MWh.
– That is:
◦ increasing demand would require increasing generator 4 production,

costingλ⋆ = $28/MWh.
◦ increasing reserve requirements would require additionalspinning

reserve from generator 2, which would involve generatinglesspower
from generator 2 and more power from generator 4, which wouldcost
on netµ⋆ = $28/MWh−$17/MWh= $11/MWh.

– The Lagrange multiplier on the spinning reserve constraintis non-zero
even though the “direct” cost of supplying spinning reserveis zero.

– We will see in offer-based economic dispatch that this results in a
payment for the provision of spinning reserves.
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8.12.2 Offer-based reserve-constrained economic dispatch
8.12.2.1 Implementing the results of economic dispatch

• As before, the ISO must ask each generatork to produce at levelx⋆k
resulting from reserve-constrained economic dispatch.

• Again we will define a pricing rule that aligns private incentives with the
public goal of economic dispatch.

• For energy, we proposed a pricing rule and then verified that it aligned
private profit maximization by each generatork with achieving economic
dispatch.

• We will see how to derive pricing rules more generally to align incentives
when there are multiple commodities.
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8.12.2.2 Profit maximization by a generator
• Consider generatork that is paid some priceπP for its power production

and some priceπS for its reserve contribution.
• Revenue to generatork is:

πPPk+πSSk =

[

πP
πS

]†

xk.

• We continue to assume that generatork cannot directly affectπP andπS
and that it desires to maximize its profit.

• Equivalently, generatork wants to minimize the difference between costs
and revenues.

• The problem faced by generatork is:

min
xk∈Sk

{

fk(xk)−

[

πP
πS

]†

xk

}

= min
xk∈R

2

{

fk(xk)−

[

πP
πS

]†

xk

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk

}

.
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8.12.2.3 First-order necessary conditions for profit maximization
• Suppose thatx⋆⋆k ∈ R

2 maximizes profit.

∃µ⋆⋆
k
,µ⋆⋆k ∈ R

r such that:

∇fk(x
⋆⋆
k )−

[

πP
πS

]

− [Γk]
†µ⋆⋆

k
+[Γk]

†µ⋆⋆k = 0;

M⋆⋆
k (δk−Γkx

⋆⋆
k ) = 0;

M
⋆⋆
k (Γkx

⋆⋆
k −δk) = 0;

Γkx
⋆⋆
k ≥ δk;

Γkx
⋆⋆
k ≤ δk;

µ⋆⋆
k

≥ 0; and

µ⋆⋆k ≥ 0,

• whereM⋆⋆
k = diag{µ⋆⋆

k
} ∈R

r×r andM
⋆⋆
k = diag{µ⋆⋆k } ∈R

r×r are diagonal
matrices with entries specified by the entries ofµ⋆⋆

k
andµ⋆⋆k , respectively.

• As previously, generatork enforces its own generator constraints by
requiring thatΓkx⋆⋆k ≥ δk andΓkx⋆⋆ ≤ δk.
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8.12.2.4 Aligning the incentives
• How do we make the solution of these first-order necessary conditions for

maximizing generatork’s profit consistent with the results of economic
dispatch?
– Consider the corresponding lines in the two sets of first-order necessary

conditions for generatork’s profit maximization and for
reserve-constrained economic dispatch, respectively:

∇fk(x
⋆⋆
k )−

[

πP
πS

]

− [Γk]
†µ⋆⋆

k
+[Γk]

†µ⋆⋆k = 0,

∇fk(x
⋆
k)+ [Ak]

†λ⋆+[Ck]
†µ⋆− [Γk]

†µ⋆
k
+[Γk]

†µ⋆k = 0.

– Define the pricesπP andπS so thatx⋆⋆k = x⋆k is a solution to the
first-order necessary conditions for generatork’s profit maximization:
◦ there may be other solutions iffk is not strictly convex.
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Aligning the incentives, continued
• Comparing the first lines of the two sets of first-order necessary

conditions for generatork’s profit maximization and for economic
dispatch, respectively, we see thatx⋆⋆k = x⋆k is a solution if:

[

πP
πS

]

= −[Ak]
†λ⋆− [Ck]

†µ⋆,

= −

[

−1
0

]

λ⋆−

[

0
−1

]

µ⋆,

=

[

λ⋆

µ⋆

]

,

µ⋆⋆
k

= µ⋆
k
,

µ⋆⋆k = µ⋆k.
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Aligning the incentives, continued
• Generalizing the case of energy only:

if the ISO sets

[

πP
πS

]

=

[

λ⋆

µ⋆

]

thenx⋆⋆k = x⋆k, µ⋆⋆
k

= µ⋆
k
, andµ⋆⋆k = µ⋆k satisfy the first-order necessary

conditions for profit maximization byk.
• If fk is strictly convex then:

x⋆⋆k = x⋆k, µ⋆⋆
k

= µ⋆
k
, andµ⋆⋆k = µ⋆k are the unique profit maximizing

solutions, and

the market clearing prices

[

πP
πS

]

=

[

λ⋆

µ⋆

]

strictly support economic

dispatch,
• If fk is convex but not strictly convex then:

there may be multiple maximizers,
x⋆⋆k = x⋆k is consistent with individual profit maximization, and
the prices non-strictly support economic dispatch.

• If the spinning reserve offer price is zero thenfk is convex but not strictly
convex.
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Aligning the incentives, continued
• We typically write the units for the price of energy as $/MWh.
• Since spinning reserve is typically procured on an hourly basis, we

typically write units for the price of spinning reserve as $/MW per hour.
• Note that the spinning reserve price in such a co-optimized energy and

reserves market can be strictly positive even with zero offer prices for
reserves:
– a generator providing spinning reserve is paid a non-zero price for

providing capacity for spinning reserve that reflects theopportunity
costof the foregone profit that it did not earn because it did not use that
capacity to make energy,

– the opportunity cost equals the difference between the energy price and
the energy offer.

• For low levels of required spinning reserve, or if there is significant
available capacity, the spinning reserve price may be zero or low.

• For high levels of required spinning reserve, or if supply istight, the
spinning reserve price may be high because of the opportunity costs.

• A qualitatively similar pattern will occur for all types of reserves.
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Aligning the incentives, continued
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Fig. 8.8. Price of spin-
ning reserve versus
the spinning reserve
requirement in case
of significant avail-
able capacity (shown
solid) and in case of
tight available capacity
(shown dashed).
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8.12.2.5 Offer versus marginal cost of production
• In the discussion of offers for power there were clear downsides to

mis-specifying marginal cost or capacity, given the price-taking
assumption:

(i) specifying the offer to be different to marginal costs reduced
profits;

(ii) specifying the capacity to be less than the actual capacity reduced
profits;

(iii) specifying the capacity to be greater than the actual capacity in a
forward market involved a speculative offer;

(iv) specifying the capacity to be greater than the actual capacity in a
real-time market would result in deviation penalties.
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Offer versus marginal cost of production, continued
• Given the price-taking assumption, it cannot improve profitto specify the

energy or reserve capacity to be less than the actual capacity, nor can it
improve profit to specify an offer, for a feasible energy or reserve
quantity, that differs from actual marginal costs:
– note that this conclusion may not hold if the price-taking assumption is

violated,
– under tight capacity conditions it may be profitable to withhold capacity.

• What about specifying the upper limit on spinning reserve tobe greater
than the actual upper limit on spinning reserve?

• Argument above does not apply in case of specifying reserve capacity to
be more than the actual capacity.

• Unless the capacity is called on, there is nothing actually “done” in
providing spinning reserve.
– Implication is that non-compliance penalties or operational tests are

necessary to ensure that reserves capacity is not exaggerated.
– See Section 8 of ERCOT Nodal Protocols (www.ercot.com ).
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8.12.2.6 Example
• Example 5.6 from Kirschen and Strbac,Power System Economics.
• ∀k= 1, . . . ,4,Pk = Sk = 0, and with the other capacities and marginal

costs specified by:

P1 = 250,S1 = 0,∀x1 ∈ S1,∇f1(x1) =

[

$2/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P2 = 230,S2 = 160,∀x2 ∈ S2,∇f2(x2) =

[

$17/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P3 = 240,S3 = 190,∀x3 ∈ S3,∇f3(x3) =

[

$20/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P4 = 250,S4 = 0,∀x4 ∈ S4,∇f4(x4) =

[

$28/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

• so that energy costs are non-zero but spinning reserve costsare zero.
• We consider two levels of demand,D = 300 andD = 500 MW.
• We require spinning reserve to be at leastF = 250 MW in both cases.
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Example, continued
• Assume that offers reflect marginal costs and actual capacities:

– price-taking assumption together with additional assumption that
offered spinning reserve capacity equals actual spinning reserve
capacity.

• For both demand levels, generator 1 will be fully dispatched, with optimal
values of powerP⋆

1 = 250 MW and spinning reserveS⋆1 = 0 MW.
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Example, continued
• ForD = 300 MW:

– Optimal dispatch isP⋆
1 = 250 MW,S⋆1 = 0 MW, P⋆

2 = 50 MW, S⋆2 = 60
MW, P⋆

3 = 0 MW, S⋆3 = 190 MW,P⋆
4 = 0 MW, S⋆4 = 0 MW.

– Note that generator 2 is not fully dispatched and has marginal cost
$17/MWh:
◦ the energy price isπP = λ⋆ = $17/MWh, reflecting the offer price of

generator 2 of $17/MWh to meet an additional MW of demand.
– The capacity constraint of generator 2 is not binding, soµ⋆ = $0/MWh:
◦ the spinning reserve priceπS= µ⋆ = $0/MWh, reflecting the offer

price of generator 2 of $0/MWh to provide an additional MW of
spinning reserve,

◦ if reserve offers were non-zero then the prices for reserveswould be
non-zero.
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Example, continued
• ForD = 500 MW:

– Optimal dispatch isP⋆
1 = 250 MW,S⋆1 = 0 MW, P⋆

2 = 170 MW,S⋆2 = 60
MW, P⋆

3 = 50 MW, S⋆3 = 190 MW,P⋆
4 = 30 MW, S⋆4 = 0 MW.

– Note that generator 4 is not fully dispatched and has marginal cost
$28/MWh:
◦ the energy price isπP = λ⋆ = $28/MWh, reflecting the offer price of

generator 4 of $28/MWh to meet an additional MW of demand.
– The capacity constraints of generators 2 and 3 are binding and

µ⋆ = $11/MWh:
◦ the spinning reserve price isπS= µ⋆ = $11/MWh, reflecting the

difference between the offer prices of generators 4 and 2 forenergy,
◦ the spinning reserve price is also equal to the opportunity cost for

generator 2 to forego the opportunity to sell more energy at the price
πP = λ⋆ = $28/MWh.
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Example, continued
– Note that the power plus reserve of generator 2 is equal to itscapacity

and that generator 2 isindifferentto the sharing of its capacity between
power and spinning reserve since either it:
◦ generates, costing $17/MWh and being paid $28/MWh, receiving

operating profit $11/MWh, or
◦ provides spinning reserve, costing $0/MWh, and being paid

$11/MWh, receiving operating profit $11/MWh.
– The power plus reserve of generator 3 is also at capacity; however, its

reserve constraint is binding.
– Generator 3 would prefer to provide even more spinning reserve if it

had more spinning reserve capacity since:
◦ for generation, it costs $20/MWh and is paid $28/MWh, receiving

operating profit $8/MWh, but
◦ for spinning reserve, it costs $0/MWh and is paid $11/MWh, receiving

operating profit $11/MWh.
– However, generator 3 cannot provide more spinning reserve since its

spinning reserve constraint is binding.
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Example, continued
• Note that the price for spinning reserve is non-zero whenD = 500 MW,

even though the offer prices for spinning reserve were zero:
– prices would also be non-zero if the offer prices for spinning reserve

were non-zero!
• As mentioned above, the price for spinning reserve represents the

opportunity costto generator 2 of foregoing the infra-marginal rent from
selling energy.

• This opportunity cost is automatically represented in the price for
spinning reserve because the energy and spinning reserve are considered
together in a single problem:
– the energy and reserves areco-optimizedas in the day-ahead ERCOT

nodal market.
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8.12.2.7 Separated versus co-optimized markets
• In contrast, in the previous ERCOT zonal market, there was a day-ahead

market for ancillary services, including reserves, but there was no
associated day-ahead energy market:
– separate markets for reserves (in the day-ahead AS market) and for

energy (in the balancing market during the operating day),
– in separate AS market, prices could only be non-zero if offers were

non-zero.
• A profit-maximizing generator would not willingly forego the operating

profit from selling energy into the balancing market.
• Therefore, offers into the AS market in the ERCOT zonal market were

made at a price that reflectedexpectationof the operating profit that
would have been received for selling energy in the balancingmarket:
– offers would reflect an estimate of the difference between the energy

price and marginal cost.
• Since forecasting the balancing market energy prices is difficult, it was

difficult for market participants to find an appropriate offer price into the
day-ahead ancillary services market.
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8.12.2.8 Price for demand
• When we discussed the pricing rule for energy, we observed that the

demand would pay for energy at a price equal to the Lagrange multiplier
on the power balance constraint:
– Demand consumedD and it would pay a total ofλ⋆×D,
– Total power generation wasD = ∑kP⋆

k and generators were paid a total
of λ⋆×∑kP⋆

k = λ⋆×D.
– Payment from demand for energy equals payment to generatorsfor

energy.
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Price for demand, continued
• How about spinning reserve?

– Total provision of spinning reserve by the generators wasF = ∑kS⋆k,
which would be paid a total ofµ⋆×∑kS⋆k = µ⋆×F .

– We need to pay the generators for providing spinning reserve.
– However, there was no explicit dependence of the spinning reserve

requirement on the demandD in the∑kSk ≥ F formulation of the
spinning reserve constraint sinceF is (apparently) fixed independent of
the power demandD.

• In the∑kSk ≥ F formulation of the spinning reserve constraint, we must
“uplift” (charge) the spinning reserve payment ofµ⋆×F to demand:
– for example, the payment could be charged to the demand by adding a

pro rata share of the spinning reserve cost to the energy price paid by
demand,

– this effectively increases the price of energy by(µ⋆×F/D), so that total
payment by the demand for spinning reserve would be:

(µ⋆×F/D)×D = µ⋆×F .
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Price for demand, continued
• For another interpretation of the payment for spinning reserve by demand,

again assume that the demand is bid with a willingness-to-pay.
• So,D is a scalar representing the consumed power and we include the

constraint 0≤ D ≤ D and a termf0 in the objective representing minus
the benefits of consumption.

• We will consider the formulation where the spinning reservemust cover a
“fixed” fraction of demand:F = αD.

• Note that in this formulation the demand appears twice in thesystem
constraints:

D−
nP

∑
k=1

Pk = 0,

αD−
nP

∑
k=1

Sk ≤ 0.

• In this formulation, there is an explicit dependence of the reserve
requirement in terms of the demand for power:
– this will change the interpretation of the spinning reservepayment.
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Price for demand, continued
• To represent demand into the reserve-constrained economicdispatch

formulation, we add columnsA0 andC0 to A andC of the form:

A0 = [1],
C0 = [α].

• The first-order necessary conditions for economic dispatchinclude:

∇f0(D
⋆)+ [1]λ⋆+[α]µ⋆−µ⋆

k
+µ⋆k = 0.

• This is one line of the first-order necessary conditions for the problem:

min
D∈S0

{ f0(D)+(λ⋆+αµ⋆)D}.
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Price for demand, continued
• Paralleling the previous discussion, the price paid by demand to induce

behavior consistent with economic dispatch isλ⋆+αµ⋆.
• This is the sum of:

the marginal energy cost, plus
a share of the marginal reserve cost.

• With this price, and assumingD⋆ = D, the demand consumesD and it
would pay:

(λ⋆+αµ⋆)D = λ⋆D+µ⋆αD.

• Total generation isD = ∑kP⋆
k and is paid a totalλ⋆×∑kP⋆

k = λ⋆×D.
• Total spinning reserve isαD = ∑kS⋆k, and is paid a total of

µ⋆×∑kS⋆k = µ⋆×αD.
• Payment from demand equals payment to generators; there is no uplift:

– if reserves (or any other ancillary services) are explicitly represented as
proportional to demand consumption then there is no uplift since total
payment by demand equals total payment to generators,

– demand is charged based on marginal cost of service.
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Price for demand, continued
• The shareα is based on the reserve requirement as a fraction of demand:

– If α is chosen to equalF/D then the total payment by demand for
energy and spinning reserve with the∑kSk ≥ αD formulation of
spinning reserve is the same as the total payment for energy plus pro
rata uplift in the∑kSk ≥ F formulation of spinning reserve.

• That is, the payment under pro rata uplift would provide the right
incentives to demand if required spinning reserve was actually
proportional to demand:
– however, this is not a correct model of the need for spinning reserve!
– pro rata sharing of spinning reserve procurement costs as practiced in

ERCOT and other North American markets does not provide efficient
incentives for consumption,

– however, distortion of consumption decisions likely to be small because
overall cost of spinning reserve small compared to average energy cost.

• Note that in the context of a day-ahead market, the spinning reserve
constraint might be based on peak demand over the day.
– price should, in principle, be associated with demand in peak hour.
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8.12.2.9 Other ancillary services
• Besides spinning reserve, there are other ancillary services represented in

typical electricity markets:
– non-spinning reserve: off-line or slow ramping generation that

“relieve” spinning reserve resources to enable the spinning reserve to be
available again if a contingency actually occurs,

– regulation: generation capacity available to provide for the deviation
of:
◦ actual demand from the short-term demand forecast that was specified

to the economic dispatch algorithm, and
◦ actual generation from short-term forecast or schedule or dispatch

level.
• Providing regulation requires the ability of the generatorto respond to:

– short-term frequency variation, and
– signals from the ISO.

• The CAISO and MISO markets also have a definedramping service:
– capability to ramp from one generation level to another oversuccessive

dispatch intervals.
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Other ancillary services, continued
• There are also proposals for defining additional ancillary services such as

inertia :
– provided by rotating mass that is electromechanically coupled to the

system and which changes its generation to oppose frequency
variations, or the synthesis of such behavior,

– with a trade-off between the amount of inertia and the need for other
reserves to stabilize frequency.

• In a system with strong transmission interconnections, total inertia in
system may characterize most of the issues related to dynamics of
rotating mass.
– Most current market formulations implicitly assume a minimum level of

in-service inertia and sufficient governor response such that any single
outage would not result in under-frequency load shedding.

– However, with longer and weaker interconnection to reach distant
renewables, more complicated representations of dynamicsmay be
necessary.
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8.12.3 More general formulations of economic dispatch
(i) Decision variables,

(ii) Generator constraints,
(iii) System constraints,
(iv) Commodities.
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8.12.3.1 Decision variables
• Previously we considered the case that there were two decision variables

associated with each generator:
power, and
spinning reserve.

• We generalize the formulation to suppose that each generator k has
associated with it multiple decision variables:xk ∈ R

Nk, for example:
power,
regulation,
spinning reserve, and
non-spinning reserve.

• As another example, the formulation could include decisionvariables for
each hour-long interval for tomorrow.
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Decision variables, continued
• If there are variables in the formulation besides the generator decision

variables, we will collect them together into a vector:x(nP+1) ∈ R
N(nP+1).

– For example, if we represent voltage angles or magnitudes inan AC
power flow formulation,

– For completeness, we also consider a costf(nP+1) associated with these
other variables, but this cost is usually equal to zero.

• We will also sometimes represent the level of demand with a decision
variablex0 ∈ R

N0.
– in the simplest case,N0 = 1 andx0 = [D].

• We collect the decisions variables of all the generators (together with any
other variables,x(nP+1), that are necessary to represent the system
constraints, and variables to represent the demand,x0) into a vector:
x∈ R

n, wheren= ∑nP+1
k=0 Nk.

• We continue to usenP for the number of generators:
– we will typically assume that there are generators at all buses,
– in this case, the vectors of voltage magnitudes and angles are of length

nP.
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8.12.3.2 Generator constraints
• There are generator constraints that limit the choices ofxk:

δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk,

• whereΓk ∈ R
rk×Nk, δk ∈ R

rk, andδk ∈ R
rk are appropriately chosen

matrices and vectors.
• We will again define the feasible operating set for generatork:

Sk = {xk ∈ R
Nk|δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk}.

• Similarly, for demand, withx0 = [D], we would have:

S0 = {D ∈ R|0≤ D ≤ D},

= {x0 ∈ R|δ0 ≤ Γ0x0 ≤ δ0},

• whereδ0 = [0],Γ0 = [1],δ0 = [D].
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8.12.3.3 System equality constraints
• Previously we considered the case that there was one equality constraint

in the system constraints associated with supply-demand power balance.
• We generalize the formulation to suppose that there are multiple equality

constraints:

Ax= b,

• whereA∈ R
m×n andb∈ R

m.
• For example, the constraints could represent demand-supply balance in

each hour-long interval for tomorrow.
• As previously, we defineAk ∈ R

m×Nk to be:
– for 1≤ k≤ nP, the columns ofA associated with the decision variables

representing generatork,
– for k= 0, the columns ofA associated with the decision variables for

demand, and
– for k= nP+1, the columns ofA associated with the other variables.
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8.12.3.4 System inequality constraints
• Previously we considered the case that there was one inequality constraint

in the system constraints associated with reserve constraints.
• We generalize the formulation to suppose that there are multiple

inequality constraints:

Cx≤ d,

• whereC ∈ R
r×n andd ∈ R

r .
• For example, the constraints could represent reserve constraints for each

hour-long interval for tomorrow.
• As previously, we defineCk ∈ R

r×Nk to be:
– for 1≤ k≤ nP, the columns ofC associated with the decision variables

representing generatork,
– for k= 0, the columns ofC associated with the decision variables for

demand, and
– for k= nP+1, the columns ofC associated with the other variables.
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8.12.3.5 Commodities
• In our basic formulation, both generator decision variables,Pk andSk, of

each generatork appeared in the system constraints and there were no
other variables besides the generator decision variables.

• In the more general formulation, only some of the generator variables
might appear in the system constraints and there may be some other
variables besides the generator decision variables that appear in the
system constraints.
– For example, there might be variables necessary to represent the

generator constraints, but which did not appear in the system constraints
(in Section10 we will distinguish such variables by labeling them aszk
for discrete variables associated with generatork anduk for continuous
variables associated with generatork).

– As another example, we may need to represent voltage angles in the
system constraints, but these are not generator decision variables (these
are included inx(nP+1)).
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Commodities, continued
• Generator decision variables with non-zero coefficients inthe system

constraints are associated withcommodities.
• Each row ofA andC defines a supply-demand balance or a minimum or

maximum requirement for a commodity.
• Each row ofA andC will be associated with a Lagrange multiplier that

prices the associated commodities.
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8.12.3.6 Generalized economic dispatch problem
Formulation

• The generalized economic dispatch problem is:

min
∀k=0,...,nP+1,xk∈Sk

{ f (x)|Ax= b,Cx≤ d}

= min
x∈Rn

{ f (x)|Ax= b,Cx≤ d,∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk}.

• This is a similar formulation to previously except that we have changed
the definitions of the matrices and vectors.

• The similar formulation will help us to understand the pricing rule for the
generalized economic dispatch problem.

Minimizer

• Suppose thatx⋆ ∈ R
n is the minimizer of the generalized economic

dispatch problem.
• The problem is convex so the first-order necessary conditions are also

sufficient.
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First-order necessary conditions

∃λ⋆ ∈ R
m,∃µ⋆ ∈ R

r ,∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,∃µ⋆
k
,µ⋆k ∈ R

rk such that:

∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,∇fk(x
⋆
k)+ [Ak]

†λ⋆+[Ck]
†µ⋆− [Γk]

†µ⋆
k
+[Γk]

†µ⋆k = 0;

M⋆(Cx⋆−d) = 0;
∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,M⋆

k(δk−Γkx
⋆
k) = 0;

∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,M
⋆
k(Γkx

⋆
k−δk) = 0;

Ax⋆ = b;
Cx⋆ ≤ d;

∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,Γkx
⋆
k ≥ δk;

∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,Γkx
⋆
k ≤ δk;

µ⋆ ≥ 0;
µ⋆

k
≥ 0; and

µ⋆k ≥ 0,
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First-order necessary conditions, continued

• whereM⋆ = diag{µ⋆} ∈ R
rk×rk, M⋆

k = diag{µ⋆
k
} ∈ R

rk×rk, and

M
⋆
k = diag{µ⋆k} ∈ R

rk×rk are diagonal matrices with entries specified by
the entries ofµ⋆, µ⋆

k
, andµ⋆k, respectively.
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8.12.4 Generalized offer-based dispatch
8.12.4.1 Pricing rule for general linear system constraints

• Recall that each generatork= 1, . . . ,nP, has decision variablesxk and
demand has decision variablex0.

• We will define a price paid for each entry in the decision vector xk that
appears in a system constraint.

• Paralleling the previous development, consider a vector ofpricesπxk
defined by:

πxk =−[Ak]
†λ⋆− [Ck]

†µ⋆.

• Each generatork= 1, . . . ,nP, is paid[πxk]
†xk.

• Demand is “paid”[πx0]
†x0, or equivalently pays[−πx0]

†x0.
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8.12.4.2 Private profit maximization by a generator
• The operating profit maximization problem faced by generator

k= 1, . . . ,nP, and the consumer surplus maximization problem faced
demandk= 0 is equivalent to the following minimization problem:

min
xk∈Sk

{

fk(xk)− [πxk]
†xk

}

= min
xk∈R

Nk

{

fk(xk)− [πxk]
†xk

∣

∣

∣
δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk

}

,

= min
xk∈R

Nk

{

fk(xk)+
[

[λ⋆]†Ak+[µ⋆]†Ck

]

xk

∣

∣

∣δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk

}

.

• Consider a minimizer,x⋆⋆k ∈ R
Nk, of this problem, which is therefore also

a maximizer of profit (for a generator) or of consumer surplus(for
demand).
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8.12.4.3 First-order necessary conditions for profit maximization
• Suppose thatx⋆⋆k ∈ R

Nk maximizes profit.

∃µ⋆⋆
k
,µ⋆⋆k ∈ R

rk such that:

∇fk(x
⋆⋆
k )+ [Ak]

†λ⋆+[Ck]
†µ⋆− [Γk]

†µ⋆⋆
k
+[Γk]

†µ⋆⋆k = 0;

M⋆⋆
k (δk−Γkx

⋆⋆
k ) = 0;

M
⋆⋆
k (Γkx

⋆⋆
k −δk) = 0;

Γkx
⋆⋆
k ≥ δk;

Γkx
⋆⋆
k ≤ δk;

µ⋆⋆
k

≥ 0; and

µ⋆⋆k ≥ 0,

• whereM⋆⋆
k = diag{µ⋆⋆

k
} ∈ R

rk×rk andM
⋆⋆
k = diag{µ⋆⋆k } ∈ R

rk×rk are
diagonal matrices with entries specified by the entries ofµ⋆⋆

k
andµ⋆⋆k ,

respectively.
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First-order necessary conditions for profit maximization,continued
• As previously, generatork= 1, . . . ,nP, and demandk= 0 enforces its own

generator (or demand) constraints by requiring thatΓkx⋆⋆k ≥ δk and
Γkx⋆⋆ ≤ δk.

• Note that the first-order necessary conditions for profit maximization
reproduce the corresponding conditions in the first-order necessary
conditions for generalized economic dispatch.

• As previously,x⋆⋆k = x⋆k, µ⋆⋆
k

= µ⋆
k
, andµ⋆⋆k = µ⋆k satisfy the first-order

necessary conditions for profit maximization byk.
• This proves the following result on pricing.
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8.12.4.4 Pricing theorem

Theorem 8.1Let λ⋆ and µ⋆ be Lagrange multipliers on the system equality
and inequality constraints for the generalized offer-based economic
dispatch problem:

min
∀k=0,...,nP+1,xk∈Sk

{ f (x)|Ax= b,Cx≤ d}

= min
x∈Rn

{ f (x)|Ax= b,Cx≤ d,∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk}.

Define the vector of prices paid to generators k= 1, . . . ,nP to be:

πxk =−[Ak]
†λ⋆− [Ck]

†µ⋆.

Define the prices paid by demand to be:

−πx0 = [A0]
†λ⋆+[C0]

†µ⋆.

• If fk is strictly convex then:
x⋆⋆k = x⋆k, µ⋆⋆

k
= µ⋆

k
, andµ⋆⋆k = µ⋆k are the unique profit maximizing

solutions of the profit maximization problem for generator kand
demand0, and
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the prices strictly support economic dispatch,
• If fk is convex but not strictly convex then:

there may be multiple maximizers,
x⋆⋆k = x⋆k is consistent with individual profit maximization, and
the prices non-strictly support economic dispatch.

✷

• In some cases, the Lagrange multipliersλ⋆ andµ⋆ may not be unique:
– there will be multiple sets of prices that support economic dispatch,
– we may resort to some criterion such as “fairness” to choose particular

values of the Lagrange multipliers.
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8.12.5 Spinning reserve re-visited
8.12.5.1 First formulation of spinning reserve constraint

• Consider again the first formulation of the spinning reserveconstraint
from Section8.12.1.4:

∀k= 1, . . . ,nP, ∑
j 6=k

Sj ≥ Pk.

• We can write the constraint in the formCx≤ d with:

x =

[

D
P
S

]

,

C =











0 1 0 · · · 0 0 −1 · · · −1
0 0 1 0 · · · 0 −1 0 −1 · · · −1
... ... ... . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . ...
0 0 · · · 0 1 0 −1 · · · −1 0 −1
0 0 · · · 0 1 −1 · · · −1 0











,

d = 0.
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First formulation of spinning reserve, continued
• For later use in the pricing rule, we note that fork= 1, . . . ,nP, Ck, the

columns ofC associated with the variablesPk andSk, is specified by:

Ck = [ I k (Ik−1) ] ,

• whereI k is column vector with zero everywhere except for a one in the
k-th place, and

• 1 is a column vector of all ones.
• The column for demand isC0 = 0.

8.12.5.2 Problem characteristics
• With the∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,∑ j 6=kSj ≥ Pk formulation of spinning reserve,

there are as many system inequality constraints as generators.
• However, we would typically expect than only a few of these system

inequality constraints would be binding at the minimizer.
• If more than one of the spinning reserve constraints is binding then the

Lagrange multipliers may be non-unique.
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8.12.5.3 Minimizer and Lagrange multipliers
• Suppose thatx⋆ is a minimizer of this problem with associated Lagrange

multipliersλ⋆ ∈ R, µ⋆ ∈ R
nP, µ⋆

k
,µ⋆k ∈ R

rk.

8.12.5.4 Pricing rule
• From the previous development, the pricing rule for generator k is:

πxk =

[

πPk
πSk

]

,

= −[Ak]
†λ⋆− [Ck]

†µ⋆,

=

[

1
0

]

λ⋆−

[

[Ik]
†

(Ik−1)†

]

µ⋆,

=

[

λ⋆−µ⋆k
∑ j 6=kµ⋆j

]

.

• The pricing rule for demand is:

−πx0 = [A0]
†λ⋆+[C0]

†µ⋆,
= λ⋆, sinceA0 = [1] andC0 = 0.
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8.12.5.5 Interpretation of pricing rule
• To understand, this pricing rule, suppose that generatorℓ generates the

most power and that the corresponding constraint∑ j 6=ℓSj ≥ Pℓ is the only
binding constraint.

• Therefore,µ⋆ℓ is the only non-zero Lagrange multiplier on the system
inequality constraints.

• All generatorsj, except generatorℓ, would be paid for energyP⋆
j at the

priceλ⋆:
– total payment to all generators except generatorℓ for energy would be

λ⋆∑ j 6=ℓP⋆
j .

• All generatorsj, except generatorℓ would be paid for spinning reserveS⋆j
at the priceµ⋆ℓ :
– total payment to all generators except generatorℓ for spinning reserve

would beµ⋆ℓ ∑ j 6=ℓS⋆j = µ⋆ℓP
⋆
ℓ .

• Generatorℓ would be paid for its energyP⋆
ℓ at the price(λ⋆−µ⋆ℓ):

– total payment to generatorℓ for energy would be(λ⋆−µ⋆ℓ)P
⋆
ℓ .

• Generationℓ would receive no payment for spinning reserve.
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Interpretation of pricing rule, continued
• Total payment to all generators would be:

λ⋆ ∑
j 6=ℓ

P⋆
j +µ⋆ℓ ∑

j 6=ℓ

S⋆j +(λ⋆−µ⋆ℓ)P
⋆
ℓ +0 = λ⋆ ∑

j 6=ℓ

P⋆
j +µ⋆ℓP

⋆
ℓ +(λ⋆−µ⋆ℓ)P

⋆
ℓ ,

= λ⋆∑
j

P⋆
j ,

= λ⋆×D.

• Demand would pay at the priceλ⋆:
– this price would often (but not always) be higher than the value obtained

in the∑kSk ≥ αD formulation of spinning reserve,
– Total payment by demand would beλ⋆×D.

• Payment from demand equals payment to generators and there is no
uplift:
– if spinning reserve (or any other ancillary services) are explicitly

represented as depending linearly on generation powerP1, . . . ,PnP then
there is no uplift since total payment by demand equals totalpayment to
generators.
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8.12.5.6 Example
• Example 5.6 from Kirschen and Strbac,Power System Economics.
• ∀k= 1, . . . ,n,Pk = Sk = 0, and with the other capacities and marginal

costs specified by:

P1 = 250,S1 = 0,∀x1 ∈ S1,∇f1(x1) =

[

$2/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P2 = 230,S2 = 160,∀x2 ∈ S2,∇f2(x2) =

[

$17/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P3 = 240,S3 = 190,∀x3 ∈ S3,∇f3(x3) =

[

$20/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P4 = 250,S4 = 0,∀x4 ∈ S4,∇f4(x4) =

[

$28/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

• so that energy costs are non-zero but spinning reserve costsare zero.
• We again consider two levels of demand,D = 300 andD = 500 MW.
• We require spinning reserve to cover the largest single contingency, so

that the spinning reserve constraints are∀k= 1, . . . ,n,∑ j 6=k Sj ≥ Pk.
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Example, continued
• It turns out that even with the changed spinning reserve constraints, the

dispatch is the same as previously in the two respective cases.
• ForD = 300 MW:

– Optimal dispatch isP⋆
1 = 250 MW,S⋆1 = 0 MW, P⋆

2 = 50 MW, S⋆2 = 60
MW, P⋆

3 = 0 MW, S⋆3 = 190 MW,P⋆
4 = 0 MW, S⋆4 = 0 MW.

– Moreover,λ⋆ = $17/MWh,µ⋆1 = $0/MWh, and all other Lagrange
multipliers on system constraints have value zero.

– The demand pays and all generation is paid $17/MWh.
– Same price for energy as in the∑kSk ≥ F formulation of spinning

reserve.
– No separate payment by demand for spinning reserve.
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Example, continued
• ForD = 500 MW:

– Optimal dispatch isP⋆
1 = 250 MW,S⋆1 = 0 MW, P⋆

2 = 170 MW,S⋆2 = 60
MW, P⋆

3 = 50 MW, S⋆3 = 190 MW,P⋆
4 = 30 MW, S⋆4 = 0 MW.

– Moreover,λ⋆ = $28/MWh,µ⋆1 = $11/MWh, and all other Lagrange
multipliers on system constraints have value zero.

– The demand paysλ⋆ = $28/MWh.
– All generators except generator 1 are paidλ⋆ = $28/MWh.
– Generator 1 is paid(λ⋆−µ⋆1) = 28−11= $17 /MWh.
– Same price for energy as in the∑kSk ≥ F formulation of spinning

reserve for demand and for all generatorsexceptgenerator 1.
– No separate payment by demand for spinning reserve.
– Energy payment to generator 1 discounted by marginal cost of

providing spinning reserve.
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8.12.6 Pricing rules
• Each pricing rule derives from the formulation of the corresponding

constraint.
• With the∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,∑ j 6=kSj ≥ Pk formulation of the spinning reserve

constraint:
– If a particular constraint∑ j 6=ℓSj ≥ Pℓ is binding for someℓ then each

additional unit of power produced by generatorℓ delivers energy to the
system, but increases the amount of spinning reserve that must be
procured.

– The price paid to generatorℓ reflects the benefit of the energy minus the
cost of increased spinning reserve.

• Note that the different formulations of spinning reserve constraints can
involve different requirements for spinning reserve:
– It is not surprising that changing the formulation of constraints could

result in a different dispatch and that this would result in possibly
different prices.
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Pricing rules, continued
• The example in Section8.12.5.6shows, however, that even if a change in

formulation doesnot result in a change in dispatch, nevertheless the
prices can change:
– the prices reflect the incentives to behave consistently with optimal

dispatch.
• Why care about differences in the prices if the dispatch doesnot change?

– the prices provide efficient incentives forbothoperation and investment
“at the margin,”

– generator 1 in the example should be paid less than the “base”energy
price ofλ⋆ because a marginal increase in its generation capacity would
necessitate increased spinning reserve procurement, providing less
value to the system than a marginal increase in the capacity of other
generators,

– the large generator 1 should only consider increasing its capacity if the
amortized cost of increased capacity is less than $17/MWh; paying the
generator $28/MWh (as in the∑kSk ≥ F formulation used in US
markets) fails to reflect the cost of the spinning reserve requirement.
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Pricing rules, continued
• Formulation of constraints (should!) determine the pricing rule.
• However, in practice, spinning reserve and other ancillaryservices are

usually charged on (something like) a load-weighted average share of
demand:
– equivalent total payment by demand as in the∑kSk ≥ αD formulation

of the spinning reserve constraint.
– Load-weighted average share pricing based on Lagrange multipliers

provides the correct incentive for ancillary services thatare actually
required in proportion to demand.

– Load-weighted average share pricing provides incorrect incentives for
the∀k= 1, . . . ,nP,∑ j 6=k Sj ≥ Pk formulation of the spinning reserve
constraint.
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Pricing rules, continued
• For ancillary services that are not actually required in proportion to

demand, load-weighted average shares are simply an uplift allocation
mechanism to achieve revenue neutrality for the ISO:
– typically motivated by “fairness,”
– but have no particular claim to “correctness,”
– typically do not provide incentives for optimal operation and

investment, as shown for spinning reserve and the large generator,
– implicit assumption is that the effect of uplift on energy prices also does

not distort consumption decisions.
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8.12.7 Uplift
• A system constraint of the form∑kSk ≥ F necessitates an uplift.
• A system constraint of the form∑kSk ≥ αD does not require uplift:

– may result in the same net payment by demand,
– in which case the main difference is the interpretation.

• More generally:
– system constraints of the formAx= b andCx≤ d, with b 6= 0 or d 6= 0

will require an uplift (or produce a surplus), whereas,
– system constraints that can be expressed in the formAx= 0 andCx≤ 0

do not require uplift nor do they produce surplus.
• This observation is embodied in the following result on uplift.
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Uplift, continued

Theorem 8.2Let λ⋆ and µ⋆ be Lagrange multipliers on the system equality
and inequality constraints for the generalized offer-based economic
dispatch problem with demand represented explicitly as part of the
decision vector:

min
∀k=0,...,nP,xk∈Sk

{ f (x)|Ax= b,Cx≤ d}

= min
x∈RN

{ f (x)|Ax= b,Cx≤ d,∀k= 0, . . . ,nP,δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk}.

Define prices paid to generators k= 1, . . . ,nP to be:

πxk =−[Ak]
†λ⋆− [Ck]

†µ⋆.

Define prices paid by demand to be:

−πx0 = [A0]
†λ⋆+[C0]

†µ⋆.

• Then the additional uplift (or magnitude of surplus if negative) not
covered by the prices is equal to−b†λ⋆−d†µ⋆.

• The uplift is zero if b= 0 and d= 0.
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Proof The uplift is equal to the total payment to the generators under
the pricesπxk minus the total payment by demand under the prices−πx0,
which is equal to:

nP

∑
k=0

[πxk]
†x⋆k =

nP

∑
k=0

[

−[Ak]
†λ⋆− [Ck]

†µ⋆
]†

x⋆k,

=
nP

∑
k=0

[

−[λ⋆]†Ak− [µ⋆]†Ck

]

x⋆k,

=
[

−[λ⋆]†A− [µ⋆]†C
]

x⋆,

re-assembling the entries ofx into a single vector,

= −[λ⋆]†Ax⋆− [µ⋆]†Cx⋆,

= −[λ⋆]†b− [µ⋆]†d, sinceAx⋆ = b, and

since[µ⋆]†(Cx⋆−d) = 0 by complementary slackness.

✷
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8.12.8 Non-linear system constraints
8.12.8.1 Formulation

• We generalize the system constraints to:

g(x) = 0,
h(x) ≤ 0,

• whereg : Rn → R
m andh : Rn → R

r .
• The non-linear generalized economic dispatch problem is now:

min
∀k=0,...,nP+1,xk∈Sk

{ f (x)|g(x) = 0,h(x)≤ 0}

= min
x∈Rn

{ f (x)|g(x) = 0,h(x)≤ 0,∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk}.

Minimizer

• Suppose thatx⋆ ∈ R
n minimizes the economic dispatch problem and is a

regular point of the constraintsg(x) = 0,h(x)≤ 0.
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First-order necessary conditions

∃λ⋆ ∈ R
m,∃µ⋆ ∈ R

r ,∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,∃µ⋆
k
,µ⋆k ∈ R

rk such that:

∀k,∇fk(x
⋆
k)+

[

∂g
∂xk

(x⋆)

]†

λ⋆+

[

∂h
∂xk

(x⋆)

]†

µ⋆− [Γk]
†µ⋆

k
+[Γk]

†µ⋆k = 0;

M⋆h(x⋆) = 0;
∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,M⋆

k(δk−Γkx
⋆
k) = 0;

∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,M⋆
k(Γkx

⋆
k−δk) = 0;

g(x⋆) = 0;
h(x⋆) ≤ 0;

∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,Γkx
⋆
k ≥ δk;

∀k= 0, . . . ,nP+1,Γkx
⋆
k ≤ δk;

µ⋆ ≥ 0;
µ⋆

k
≥ 0; and

µ⋆k ≥ 0,
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First-order necessary conditions

• whereM⋆ = diag{µ⋆} ∈ R
r×r , M⋆

k = diag{µ⋆
k
} ∈ R

rk×rk, and

M
⋆
k = diag{µ⋆k} ∈ R

rk×rk are diagonal matrices with entries specified by
the entries ofµ⋆, µ⋆

k
, andµ⋆k, respectively.
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8.12.8.2 Pricing rule for general non-linear system constraints
• To find the pricing rule, note that in the first-order necessary conditions,

∂g
∂xk

(x⋆) and
∂h
∂xk

(x⋆) have the same roles as, respectively,Ak andCk, in the

previous formulation.
• This suggests pricesπxk paid to generators defined by:

πxk =−

[

∂g
∂xk

(x⋆)

]†

λ⋆−

[

∂h
∂xk

(x⋆)

]†

µ⋆.

• and prices paid by demand defined by:

−πx0 =

[

∂g
∂x0

(x⋆)

]†

λ⋆+

[

∂h
∂x0

(x⋆)

]†

µ⋆.

• Comparison of the first-order conditions for the profit maximization
problem for generatork= 1, . . . ,nP, and for demandk= 0 confirms that
these prices will induce behavior that is consistent with economic
dispatch.
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Pricing rule for general non-linear system constraints, continued
• Unlike the case of linear constraints, however, non-linearsystem

constraints will generally necessitate an uplift or generate a surplus.
• This observation is embodied in the following result on uplift, which also

summarizes the incentives to market participants.
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8.12.8.3 Pricing theorem

Theorem 8.3Let λ⋆ and µ⋆ be Lagrange multipliers on the system equality
and inequality constraints for the non-linear offer-basedeconomic
dispatch problem with demand represented explicitly as part of the
decision vector:

min
∀k=0,...,nP+1,xk∈Sk

{ f (x)|g(x) = 0,h(x)≤ 0}

= min
x∈RN

{ f (x)|g(x) = 0,h(x)≤ 0,∀k= 0, . . . ,n+1,δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk}.

Define prices paid to generators k= 1, . . . ,nP by:

πxk =−

[

∂g
∂xk

(x⋆)

]†

λ⋆−

[

∂h
∂xk

(x⋆)

]†

µ⋆.

Define prices paid by demand by:

−πx0 =

[

∂g
∂x0

(x⋆)

]†

λ⋆+

[

∂h
∂x0

(x⋆)

]†

µ⋆.
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• If fk is strictly convex then:
x⋆⋆k = x⋆k, µ⋆⋆

k
= µ⋆

k
, andµ⋆⋆k = µ⋆k are the unique profit maximizing

solutions of the profit maximization problem for generator
k= 1, . . . ,nP, and demand k= 0 and

the prices strictly support economic dispatch,
• If fk is convex but not strictly convex then:

there may be multiple maximizers,
x⋆⋆k = x⋆k is consistent with optimal dispatch, and
the prices non-strictly support economic dispatch.

• The uplift (or surplus if negative) is equal to:
[

−[λ⋆]†
∂g
∂x (x⋆)− [µ⋆]†

∂h
∂x (x⋆)

]

x⋆

= [λ⋆]†
[

g(x⋆)−
∂g
∂x (x⋆)x⋆

]

+[µ⋆]†
[

h(x⋆)−
∂h
∂x (x⋆)x⋆

]

.
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Proof The incentive results follow from the previous discussion.
The uplift is equal to the total payment to the generators minus the
payment by demand, which is:

nP

∑
k=0

[πxk]
†x⋆k =

nP

∑
k=0

[

−

[

∂g
∂xk

(x⋆)

]†

λ⋆−

[

∂h
∂xk

(x⋆)

]†

µ⋆
]†

x⋆k,

=
nP

∑
k=0

[

−[λ⋆]†
∂g
∂xk

(x⋆)− [µ⋆]†
∂h
∂xk

(x⋆)

]

x⋆k,

=

[

−[λ⋆]†
∂g
∂x (x⋆)− [µ⋆]†

∂h
∂x (x⋆)

]

x⋆,

re-assembling the entries ofx into a single vector.
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That is:
nP

∑
k=0

[πxk]
†x⋆k =

[

−[λ⋆]†
∂g
∂x (x⋆)− [µ⋆]†

∂h
∂x (x⋆)

]

x⋆,

= −[λ⋆]†
[

g(x⋆)+
∂g
∂x (x⋆)x⋆−g(x⋆)

]

−[µ⋆]†
[

h(x⋆)+
∂h
∂x (x⋆)x⋆−h(x⋆)

]

,

adding and subtracting terms,

= −[λ⋆]†
[

∂g
∂x (x⋆)x⋆−g(x⋆)

]

− [µ⋆]†
[

∂h
∂x (x⋆)x⋆−h(x⋆)x⋆

]

,

sinceg(x⋆) = 0, and

since[µ⋆]†h(x⋆) = 0 by complementary slackness,

= [λ⋆]†
[

g(x⋆)−
∂g
∂x (x⋆)x⋆

]

+[µ⋆]†
[

h(x⋆)−
∂h
∂x (x⋆)x⋆

]

.

✷
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Pricing theorem, continued
• The first page of the proof shows that we can evaluate the uplift as:

[

−[λ⋆]†
∂g
∂x (x⋆)− [µ⋆]†

∂h
∂x (x⋆)

]

x⋆.

• However, the second form derived for the uplift:

[λ⋆]†
[

g(x⋆)−
∂g
∂x (x⋆)x⋆

]

+[µ⋆]†
[

h(x⋆)−
∂h
∂x (x⋆)x⋆

]

,

highlights that thenon-linearityof the functions underlies the uplift.

• In particular, if,g andh were linear functions then∀x∈R
n,g(x) =

∂g
∂x (x)x

and∀x∈ R
n,h(x) =

∂h
∂x (x)x, and the uplift would be zero.

• Note thataffine gandh will result in uplift or surplus as in the previous
Theorem8.2 that considered constraints of the formAx= b andCx≤ d.
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8.12.8.4 Role of linearization
• Note that the derivatives of the functionsg andh that represent the system

constraints appear in the pricing rule.
• When we approximate the functional form of a constraint function by

neglectingits dependence on a system variable, we are approximating its
derivative by zero and we are neglecting the corresponding term in the
pricing rule:
– in the “fixed” requirements∑kSk ≥ F form of the spinning reserve

constraint, we are pretending that the required amount of reserves is
constant independent of the values of generation and demand,

– but the required amount of reserves actually do depend on theamount of
generation or the amount of demand, or both,

– so the∑kSk ≥ F form of the spinning reserve constraint provides the
wrong incentives (and also necessitates an uplift).
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Role of linearization, continued
• Approximations of the derivatives of the functions representing the

system constraints will distort the incentives away from inducing
behavior that is consistent with economic dispatch, or awayfrom
inducing efficient investment, or both.

• We will see this issue in the representation of zonal transmission
constraints in the zonal ERCOT market.
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8.12.8.5 Example
Regulation

• As another example of ancillary services, considerregulation.
• We writeRk for the regulation provided by generatork.
• A typical requirement for regulation is to have enough regulating capacity

to cope with three times the standard deviation of the difference between:
– the actual and forecast demand, minus
– the actual and forecast generation that is not participating in regulation.

• The statistics are calculated for the forecast used in the offer-based
economic dispatch market having the finest time resolution (thereal-time
market).
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Regulation, continued

• Most thermal and hydro generation is dispatchable so that the actual
mechanical power of thermal and hydro generation closely follows the
generation level that is dispatched in the offer-based economic dispatch
(plus any commands for regulation):
– dispatchable generation does not contribute to the variation of demand

minus generation, so does not contribute to the requirements for
regulation,

– dispatchable generation is able to provide regulation.
• For non-dispatchable renewable generation such as wind andsolar,

however, there may be differences between the actual generation and the
short-term forecast or the short-term schedule that is usedin the
offer-based economic dispatch.

• There will also be differences between the actual demand andthe
short-term forecast of demand that is used in the offer-based economic
dispatch.

• Consequently, the deviation of actual demand from actual generation is
due to non-dispatchable generation and to demand.
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Model of short-term renewable resource and demand variability

• The short-term variability of one renewable resource is typically
independent of the short-term variability at others.

• Similarly, the short-term variability of demand at one location is typically
independent of the short-term variability of demand at another location.

• By central limit theorem arguments, it may be reasonable to suppose
that the short-term variance of renewable production and the short-term
variance of demand are proportional to the amount of renewable
production and to the amount of demand, respectively:
– we will ignore dispatchable wind and demand.

• Moreover, short-term variability of demand and wind are independent, so
their variances add.

• Therefore, the standard deviation of short-term actual demand minus
short-term actual wind generation can be represented as:

σ =
√

βDD+βWW,

• whereβD andβW are constants, and
• whereW is the total forecast wind generation.
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Generator decision variables and constraints

• We will neglect spinning reserve in this formulation, but can be included.
• We will assume that the constraints on generation and regulation are of

the form:

Sk = {xk ∈ R
2|Pk ≤ xk ≤ Pk,0≤ Rk ≤ Rk,Pk ≤ Pk−Rk,Pk+Rk ≤ Pk},

• with wind generators assumed to haveRk = 0 and wherePk should be
interpreted as a forecast of the maximum production that is possible from
the wind farm given the prevailing wind conditions.

• That is, the generator constraints are analogous to the casefor spinning
reserve, except that offered regulationRk is assumed to be available for
both increasing and decreasing generation compared toPk:
– in ERCOT, regulation offers are separated into “regulationup” and

“regulation down,”
– constraints are therefore slightly different in the ERCOT formulation.

• We will assume that generators 1 tonW are wind generators, while
generatorsnW +1 tonP are dispatchable:
– soRk = 0,k= 1, . . . ,nW.
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Variability of demand and non-dispatchable resources

• The total wind isW = ∑nW
k=1Pk.

• The standard deviation of short-term actual demand minus short-term
actual wind generation is:

σ =

√

βDD+βW

nW

∑
k=1

Pk.
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System constraints

• We consider a requirement that we have enough regulation to cover three
standard deviations of the variation of actual demand minuswind
generation from forecast demand minus wind generation:
– requirement is cited in several wind integration studies, but
– does not fully reflect requirements for regulation in North American

Electric Reliability Corporation standards.
• As in the case of spinning reserve, North American markets currently

represent regulation as a notionally “fixed” requirement for regulation:
nP

∑
k=1

Rk ≥ G,

• where we assume thatG= 3σ.
• Analysis of this representation is very similar to the “fixed” requirement

formulation for spinning reserve from Section8.12.1.4:
– we will not consider this formulation explicitly,
– similar to the case of spinning reserve in North American markets.
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System constraints

• Instead, we will consider a formulation that explicitly considers the
dependence of requirements on demand and wind generation:
– not used in practice in North America, but
– demonstrates issues with non-linear constraints and uplift.

• We consider system constraints on power balance and regulation:

D−
nP

∑
k=1

Pk = 0,

nP

∑
k=1

Rk ≥ 3×

√

βDD+βW

nW

∑
k=1

Pk,

which we can express in the formg(x) = 0 andh(x)≤ 0 by defining
g : Rn → R andh : Rn → R by: ∀x∈ R

n,g(x) = D−∑nP
k=1Pk, and

∀x∈ R
n,h(x) =

(

3×

√

βDD+βW

nW

∑
k=1

Pk

)

−
nP

∑
k=1

Rk.
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System constraints, continued

• Note that we could also write the equality constraints in theform Ax= 0,
with A a row vector with:
– minus ones in the places corresponding to the generationsPk and a plus

one in the place representing the demand, and
– zeros elsewhere.

• Analogously to the discussion of reserves, we have explicitly considered
the dependence of the need for regulation on:
– the demand variability, and
– the non-dispatchable generation variability.

• As previously, we should expect this formulation to result in different
prices compared to a formulation that assumed afixedregulation
requirement that was independent of demand and generation:
– as mentioned, ERCOT formulation in practice assumes a “fixed”

regulation requirement that necessitates uplift of all of the cost of
regulation.
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Offer-based regulation-constrained economic dispatch

• We consider the following problem:

min
∀k=0,...,nP,xk∈Sk

{ f (x)|g(x) = 0,h(x)≤ 0}

= min
x∈Rn

{ f (x)|g(x) = 0,h(x)≤ 0,∀k= 0, . . . ,nP,δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk}.

• Let x⋆ ∈ R
n be a minimizer.

• We letλ⋆ ∈ R andµ⋆ be the Lagrange multipliers on the constraints
g(x) = 0 andh(x)≤ 0, respectively.
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Pricing rule

• Demand pays in total:

[−πx0]
†x0 =

(

[

∂g
∂x0

(x⋆)

]†

λ⋆+

[

∂h
∂x0

(x⋆)

]†

µ⋆
)

D

=






λ⋆+

3βD

2
√

βD(−x⋆0)+βW ∑nW
k=1P⋆

k

×µ⋆






D.

• That is, demand pays for energy and pays for regulation basedon its
marginalcontribution to the offered cost of providing energy and
regulation, respectively.
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Pricing rule

• Dispatchable generation is paid:

∀k= nW +1, . . . ,n, [πxk]
†xk =

[

−

[

∂g
∂xk

(x⋆)

]†

λ⋆−

[

∂h
∂xk

(x⋆)

]†

µ⋆
]†

xk,

= λ⋆Pk+µ⋆Rk.

• That is, dispatchable generation is paid for energy and regulation.
• Non-dispatchable generation is paid:

∀k= 1, . . . ,nW, [πxk]
†xk =

[

−

[

∂g
∂xk

(x⋆)

]†

λ⋆−

[

∂h
∂xk

(x⋆)

]†

µ⋆
]†

xk,

=






λ⋆−

3βW

2
√

βD(−x⋆0)+βW ∑nW
k=1P⋆

k

×µ⋆






Pk.

• That is, non-dispatchable generation is paid for energy, but pays for
regulation.
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Uplift

• Because the power balance constraint is linear and of the form Ax= 0,
there is no uplift for energy.

• However, the sum of the payments for regulation by demand andby
non-dispatchable generation does not equal the payment forregulation to
the dispatchable generation;
– there is still a need for an uplift because of the non-convexity of the

non-linear system inequality constraint, but the uplift issmaller than if
we had a “fixed” regulation requirement:

G= 3×

√

βDD+βW

nW

∑
k=1

P⋆
k .

– conversely,convexnon-linear system inequality constraints result in
surplus accruing to the ISO.

• What would the energy and regulation payments to dispatchable
generation, to non-dispatchable generation, and from demand be in a
formulation where regulation was required to be at least a fixed valueG?
What would the uplift be?
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8.12.9 Representation of constraints
• In formulating constraints, we should consider what is being represented:

– a physical law that cannot be broken, such as Kirchhoff’s laws, versus
– a target requirement that could, in principle, be violated.

• The formulations so far have represented all constraints asthough the
constraints must be satisfied:
– such a constraint is called ahard constraint.

• We will also develop an alternative representation:
– asoft constraint representing a target that can be violated under some

circumstances.
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8.12.9.1 Reserves
• Market processes can deal withsomerandomness:

– as will be discussed in Section11.3, real-time markets deal with
deviation of actual load from day-ahead specification by setting a
real-time price payable on deviations from day-ahead positions.

– The greater the participation of price-responsive supply and demand in
the real-time market, the more randomness can be accommodated by
adjustments in the real-time market by response to prices.

• However, because of the need to match supply and demand continuously
and because of random failures, market processes cannot deal (directly)
with all randomness in sufficient time to ensure security.

• Reserves and other ancillary services are required for supply and (to a
lesser extent) demand fluctuations that occur too fast or toounpredictably
for the market to respond.
– Forced outage of generator,
– Wind die-off.

• Reserves provide recourse to cope with uncertainty:
– introduce concepts in this section, further details in Section 10.9.
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8.12.9.2 Hard constraints
• The formulations so far have all involved hard constraints:

– For example, the spinning reserve was required to meet or exceed a
specific level.

– This is an example of asecurity constraint, which is enforced so that at
each time we have enough spinning reserve so that we will not get into
an operating state that could lead to cascading outages.

• However, reserve above the minimum needed to cope just with each
specific single-contingency (and to cope with some common-mode
double-contingencies) has a role in assuringadequacy:
– hard constraints may not be an appropriate representation for such

“adequacy reserve.”
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8.12.9.3 Soft constraints
• Soft constraints are appropriate when there is some flexibility in meeting

the constraint or where there is some implicit trade-off between:
– meeting a constraint, and
– the finite cost (or expected cost) of not meeting the constraint.

• Examples include:
– constraints that instantiate rules of thumb, and
– adequacy constraints, where we want to reduce, to some acceptable

level, the probability of needing to curtail demand in orderto maintain
security.
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8.12.9.4 Representation of soft constraints
• How to represent soft constraints?

– Relax a constraint by allowing violation at some assumedpenalty cost.
– Penalty cost could vary with the level of violation.

• In practice, all constraints are represented in software implementations as
soft constraints using a high penalty cost for violation:
– notionally “hard constraints” have very high penalty costs,
– ensures that software will be able to find a “feasible” solution,
– penalties are different for different types of constraintsin order to

encourage a particular order of violation of constraints,
– magnitudes vary from ISO to ISO.
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8.12.9.5 Representation of adequacy reserve
• Consider reserve for adequacy and assume that we procure an amount of

adequacy reservespecified byFadequacy

• The corresponding hard constraint would be:
nP

∑
k=1

Sadequacy
k ≥ F

adequacy
,

• whereSadequacy
k is the contribution to adequacy reserve by thek-th

generator:
– this type of reserve would be in addition to the minimum needed for

security, but we will consider suchsecurity reserveseparately,
– there might or might not be more stringent requirements for agenerator

providing security reserve than for adequacy reserve.
• We now consider how to change the formulation from being a hard

constraint to recognize that violating the requirement foradequacy
reserve does not necessarily lead to an immediate violationof security.
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Representation of adequacy reserve, continued
• Instead of representing the constraint as a hard constraint, we could:

– include an extra variableSadequacy
0 , which represents the shortfall of

adequacy reserve,
– modify the constraint to:

nP

∑
k=0

Sadequacy
k ≥ F

adequacy
,

– include a non-negativity requirementSadequacy
0 ≥ 0, and

– add a penalty term to the objectivef adequacy
0 (Sadequacy

0 ), with

f adequacy
0 (0) = 0.

• The penalty term could be linear inSadequacy
0 , with penalty costcadequacy

0 ,

implying a fixed marginal penaltycadequacy
0 for each unit of violation:

∀Sadequacy
0 , f adequacy

0 (Sadequacy
0 ) = cadequacy

0 Sadequacy
0 .

• Alternatively, it could be non-linear or piece-wise linear, with higher
marginal penalty for greater violation.
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Representation of adequacy reserve, continued
• Solving the penalty formulation may result in the original hard constraint

on adequacy reserve being violated:
– we have replaced the hard constraint with a soft constraint.

• In that case the optimal solution would satisfySadequacy⋆
0 > 0, and the

Lagrange multiplier on the reserve constraint would be equal to:

– cadequacy
0 , for the linear penalty cost case,

– the derivative of the penalty function evaluated atSadequacy⋆
0 in the

general case.

• The penalty costcadequacy
0 , or the derivative of the penalty function in the

non-linear case, will be reflected in the prices of all commodities, unless a
so-calleddecontaminationprocedure is used to remove the effects of the
penalty.
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Representation of adequacy reserve, continued
• With a soft constraint, the actually procured adequacy reserve is given by:

Fadequacy= F
adequacy

−Sadequacy
0 .

• We can think ofFadequacyas thedemand for adequacy reserve.
• Using this interpretation, we can view the soft constraint on adequacy

reserve as involving:
– a supply-demand constraint between procured adequacy reserve and the

“demand for adequacy reserve”Fadequacy:

−
nP

∑
k=1

Sadequacy
k =−Fadequacy,

– together with a “benefit” for adequacy reserve defined by:

benefit(Fadequacy) =− f adequacy
0 (F

adequacy
−Fadequacy).

• As usual, offer-based economic dispatch then involves minimizing costs
minus benefits, where the benefits are due to adequacy reserve.
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Representation of adequacy reserve, continued

• In case of a linear functionf adequacy
0 , how should we choosecadequacy

0 ?
• Compromise:

– Typically wantcadequacy
0 larger than the highest offer price for adequacy

reserve so that whenever enough adequacy reserve is actually available
then it will be procured.

– However, if the penalty is “too large” then it will produce unreasonably
high commodity prices in the market.

• The choice of penalty costcadequacy
0 should be a proxy to the cost of

violating the constraint.
• The use of a fixed penalty for violation of a soft constraint effectively

transforms the constraint into a term in the objective, as indualizing the
constraint:
– as mentioned, this approach is also used in practice even forhard

constraints, but with very high penalty costs.
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8.12.9.6 Evaluation of proxy to cost of violating constraint
• What is the cost (reduction in surplus) of violating an adequacy reserve

constraint?
• The cost is due to the increase in probability that involuntary curtailment

will be necessary to maintain security.
• The change in expected surplus due to involuntary curtailment is equal to

the expected energy curtailment multiplied by the difference between:
the value of the lost load, minus
the savings from not generating.

• Generally, savings from not generating are small compared to the value of
lost load.

• So, the cost is approximately VOLL× expected energy curtailment.
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Expected load curtailment

• How to calculate the expected energy curtailed?
– Involves outage probabilities of each in-service generator,
– Requires specification of conditions for load curtailment.

• We will sketch an approximation to this analysis:
– derivation is based on, but differs in details from, analysis in Hogan and

Pope (2017),
– exact values of probabilities are not necessarily criticalif resulting

prices activate significant “passive” price-based wholesale demand
response,

– since resulting prices and adequacy reserve will then mostly depend on
the wholesale demand response and less on the assumed outage
probabilities or value of VOLL,

• Analysis will lead to a re-formulation of adequacy reserve constraint as a
demand bid for adequacy reserve.
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Conditions for curtailment

• What happens if a generator providing energy trips?
– Spinning/responsive reserve, that is,security reserve, is deployed.

• What happens when security reserve is deployed or a generator providing
security reserve trips?
– If there is not enough additional security reserve remaining to cover the

next contingency:
◦ Other (possiblynon-spinning) reserve is deployed to allow

restoration of the spinning/responsive reserve to be available again for
security with respect to the next generator trip.

◦ If the other reserve takes some time to be deployed, the system may
not be secure to an additional contingency during this time,but the
implicit assumption is that multiple outages will not occurin
succession.

◦ We may instead need to curtail demand to restore security.
• We will analyze the simplified case where demand would be curtailed to

restore or maintain security.
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Additional reserve for adequacy

• To avoid curtailment while preserving security even in the event of a
generator outage, we would need additional spinning/responsive reserve
available above the minimum needed for security:
– The other reserve is providing adequacy by ensuring low probability of

curtailing demand to maintain security.

• How much outage capacityPoutagecan we sustain in a pricing interval of
lengthT before we have to curtail load to preserve security?
– Until the total outaged generation capacity exceeds the amount of

reserve that was procured for adequacy.
– For higher levels of outage above the adequacy reserve level,

curtailment is required to preserve security.
– Denote the total procured adequacy reserve byFadequacy.
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Probability of curtailment

• The probability of curtailment being necessary in any giveninterval of
lengthT is the probability that the total outage capacity that occurs in the
interval,P

outage
, exceeds the amount of adequacy reserve that was

procured in that interval,Fadequacy.
• That is, the probability of curtailment is Probability(P

outage
≥ Fadequacy).

• The outage probability distribution depends on the outage characteristics
of generators, total in-service capacity, the lengthT of the interval, and
other system conditions.

• The total outage is a discrete or mixed random variable.
• The resulting amount of curtailed load power is equal to

min{D,max{0,Poutage
−Fadequacy}}:

– cannot curtail more than the demandD,
– curtailment is at least zero,
– only curtail an amount of demand that is necessary to maintain security,

which occurs only if the amount of outage capacityP
outageexceeds the

amount of adequacy reserveFadequacy.
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Probability of curtailment, continued

• In general, once curtailed, it may not be possible to restorethe load to
service until some time has elapsed:
– restoration of the load may require re-starting processes,and/or
– supplying all of the load again securely may require additional

generation to be committed:
◦ we will not treat such non-spinning reserve explicitly, but
◦ non-spinning reserve could be included in the formulation.

• Let the load curtailment time beτT, whereτ is the number of dispatch
intervals of curtailment:
– we expectτ > 1,
– for example, ifT = 5 minutes and minimum curtailment time is 30

minutes, thenτ = 6,
– effect of curtailment is effectively “amplified” byτ.

• The choiceτ = 6 could be interpreted as meaning that slower,
non-spinning reserves would take 30 minutes to be committedbefore
shed load could be restored.
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Probability of curtailment, continued

• In some cases, the probability distribution of outage capacity P
outagein an

interval of lengthT can be approximated by anexponential distribution
with parameters that depend only weakly on system conditions:

Probability(Poutage
≥ y)≈ a0exp(−y/M),y> 0.

• wherea0 andM depend only weakly on system conditions.
• The parametersa0 andM do depend onT.
• Note thata0 is the probability of occurrence of any outage in the interval

of lengthT, which is typically much smaller than 1:
– in ERCOT, the forced outage rate is about once per two days, sothe

probability of an outage in an interval of lengthT = 5 minutes is
approximatelya0 = 0.0017.
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Expected power curtailed

• Assuming an exponential distribution, the probability density function of
the amount of outage capacityP

outageis (a0/M)exp(−y/M).
• So, the expected curtailed power is:

Expectation[min{D,max{0,P
outage

−Fadequacy}}]

= 0×Probability(Poutage
≤ Fadequacy)

+
∫ D+Fadequacy

y=Fadequacy
(y−Fadequacy)(a0/M)exp(−y/M)dy

+D×Probability(Poutage
≥ D+Fadequacy),

= 0+
[

−(y−Fadequacy)a0exp(−y/M)
]D+Fadequacy

y=Fadequacy

+
∫ D+Fadequacy

y=Fadequacy
a0exp(−y/M)dy+Da0exp(−(D+Fadequacy)/M)

integrating by parts,
= M(1−exp(−D/M))a0exp(−Fadequacy/M).
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Expected energy curtailed

• The expected curtailed energy isτT times the curtailed power:

τTM(1−exp(−D/M))a0exp(−Fadequacy/M).
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Adequacy reserve cost

• Recall that the expected cost of curtailment associated with a given level
of adequacy reserve is:

VOLL × expected energy curtailed
= VOLL × τTM(1−exp(−D/M))a0exp(−Fadequacy/M).

• Recall that in our dispatch problem, we considered costs perunit time, so
dividing by T we obtain the expected cost per unit time of curtailment as:

VOLL × τM(1−exp(−D/M))a0exp(−Fadequacy/M),

– note that the cost is “amplified” by the length of curtailment.
• If we include this cost term (or an approximation to it) in thedispatch

objective then the ISO will procure enough adequacy reserveto ensure
that the probability of curtailment to maintain or restore security is
reduced to an acceptable level as implied by the value of lostload VOLL.

• If there is price-responsive demand then the amount of demand may be
modulated to ensure that enough adequacy reserve is available.
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8.12.9.7 Re-formulation as demand bid for adequacy reserve

• We can re-interpret the cost of curtailment as being equivalent to minus
thebenefitsof demand for adequacy reserve.

• Recall from Section8.8 that a demand bid is the derivative of the
corresponding benefit function.

• Differentiating minus the cost term with respect toFadequacy, we obtain
the equivalent demand bid function for adequacy reserve level Fadequacy:

VOLL × τ(1−exp(−D/M))a0exp(−Fadequacy/M),

• At a low level of adequacy reserve,Fadequacy= 0, the willingness-to-pay
is VOLL × τ(1−exp(−D/M))a0, which could be a significant fraction of
typical wholesale prices.

• At a very high level of adequacy reserve, the willingness-to-pay would be
close to zero.

• The willingness-to-pay varies depending on the level of adequacy reserve.

• Given offers for adequacy reserve,Sadequacy
k , the amount of procured

capacity will depend on the intersection of supply and demand.
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8.12.9.8 Procurement of spinning and adequacy reserve
• Typically, the ISO will procure reserve to cope with the immediate effect

of a single generator outage (for security) and also additional adequacy
reserve to ensure that the probability of curtailment is low.

• Performance requirements for security reserve may be more restrictive
than for adequacy reserve, so define separate variables for them:

Ssecurity
k is the security reserve provided by generatork, and

Sadequacy
k is the adequacy reserve provided by generatork.

• For a security reserve requirement ofF
security

, as well as a total adequacy
reserve provision ofFadequacy, we require:

−
nP

∑
k=1

Ssecurity
k ≤ −F

security
,

−
nP

∑
k=1

(Ssecurity
k +Sadequacy

k ) = −F
security

−Fadequacy,

• and include the demand bid for the adequacy reserve in the objective.
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Procurement of spinning and adequacy reserve, continued
• This formulation allows reserve that is qualified for security reserve to be

used for adequacy:
– avoids “price reversal” that might occur if security reserve is available at

a lower offer price than adequacy reserve.
• If we assume that security and adequacy reserve have the same

performance requirements, so that there is only one type of
spinning/responsive reserve, then we can represent the result as a
composite demand bid for security plus adequacy reserve:
– willingness-to-pay for security reserve depends on the penalty cost for

relaxation of the hard security reserve constraint, typically constant at
VOLL up to the required security reserveF

security, while
– willingness-to-pay for additional, adequacy reserve depends on level of

adequacy reserve, and decreases with increasing adequacy reserve.
• The resultingoperating reserve demand curveis shown in Figure8.9.
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Procurement of spinning and adequacy reserve, continued
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Fig. 8.9. Composite
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mand curve for security
plus adequacy reserve.
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Procurement of spinning and adequacy reserve, continued
• Actual price for reserve and procured amount of adequacy reserve will

depend on intersection of prices for reserves and demand bid:
– under co-optimization, the prices for energy will reflect the price for

reserves,
– with a0 = 0.0017,τ = 6, and VOLL= 9000 $/MWh, at low levels of

adequacy reserve, adequacy reserve price would be around 90$/MWh.
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Procurement of spinning and adequacy reserve, continued
• ERCOT has implemented an approximate version of a demand curve for

adequacy reserve in order, in part, to encourage new investment:
– demand for adequacy can set the price for reserves (and for energy) high

during tight supply conditions (see Figure8.10),
– several other ISOs already have such a demand bid for adequacy

reserve,
– ERCOT currently considering different demand curves for each type of

reserve.
• There is also a “reliability adder” in addition to the operating reserve

demand curve that is designed to reflect the costs of out-of-market
reliability actions, such as deployment of additional capacity by the ISO
under thereliability unit commitment process that would otherwise not
be represented in the wholesale price:
– briefly discussed in Section10.9.6.
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Procurement of spinning and adequacy reserve, continued
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8.12.9.9 Load-serving entity obligations and capacity markets
• Other ISOs in North America besides ERCOT also have additonal

mechanisms to provide for new investment to meet forecast offuture peak
load:
– installed capacity requirements on load-serving entitiesto own or have

contract to sufficient capacity to meet a forecast peak demand, or
– capacity markets that arrange in advance for capacity to be built based

on a target peak demand in future year, typically three yearsinto future.
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8.13 Summary
• In this chapter we have considered surplus.
• We specialized this to the economic dispatch problem.
• We considered the need for centralized coordination.
• We investigated offer-based economic dispatch and the incentives from

the uniform pricing rule.
• We considered the relationship between uplift and the form of the system

constraints.
• We considered non-linear system constraints and the representation of

constraints.
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Homework exercises

8.1Consider economic dispatch Problem (5.5) in the case thatnP = 3, D = 5,

P=

[

1
1
2

]

, P=

[

4
5
6

]

, and thefk are of the form:

∀P1 ∈ R, f1(P1) =
1
2
(P1)

2+P1,

∀P2 ∈ R, f2(P2) =
1
2
×1.1(P2)

2+0.9P2,

∀P3 ∈ R, f3(P3) =
1
2
×1.2(P3)

2+0.8P3.

A similar problem was solved in Exercise5.2. Now the generator capacity
constraints will be binding.

(i) Solve the economic dispatch problem by solving the first-order necessary
conditions in terms of the minimizerP⋆ and the Lagrange multipliersλ⋆,
µ⋆, andµ⋆.

(ii) What price is paid for energy production and consumption assuming that
offers are equal to marginal costs?
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8.2Use GAMS or use the MATLAB functionquadprog to solve the
economic dispatch problem in Exercise8.1. A similar problem was solved in
Exercise5.3. Now the generator capacity constraints will be binding. Report the
minimizer and Lagrange multipliers. Note that it is again quadratic program of
the form:

min
P∈RnP

{
1
2

P†QP+c†P|AP= b,P≤ P≤ P},

where:

Q=

[

1.0 0 0
0 1.1 0
0 0 1.2

]

,c=

[

1.0
0.9
0.8

]

,P=

[

1
1
2

]

,P=

[

4
5
6

]

,A=−1†,b= [−5] .
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8.3Consider Example 5.6 from Kirschen and Strbac,Power System
Economics, but with one additional generator. Suppose that
∀k= 1, . . . ,5,Pk = Sk = 0, and with the other capacities and marginal costs
specified by:

P1 = 250,S1 = 0,∀x1 ∈ S1,∇f1(x1) =

[

$2/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P2 = 230,S2 = 160,∀x2 ∈ S2,∇f2(x2) =

[

$17/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P3 = 240,S3 = 190,∀x3 ∈ S3,∇f3(x3) =

[

$20/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P4 = 250,S4 = 0,∀x4 ∈ S4,∇f4(x4) =

[

$28/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P5 = 250,S5 = 0,∀x5 ∈ S5,∇f5(x5) =

[

$5/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

so that energy costs are non-zero but reserves costs are zero.
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Note that generator 5 is very similar to generator 1. We consider one level of
demand,D = 750 MW. Demand in this exercise is 250 MW more than a case
considered previously and generator 5 has capacity of 250 MW, so the
calculations for this exercise can mostly be deduced from the analogous
previous calculations. We assume that offers reflect marginal costs.

(i) Consider the∑kSk ≥ F formulation of the spinning reserve constraint
and suppose that the spinning reserve requirement is fixed atF = 250
MW. Solve the offer-based reserve-constrained economic dispatch and
find the prices for energy and spinning reserve and the uplift.

(ii) Consider the∑kSk ≥ F formulation of the spinning reserve constraint but
now suppose that the reserve requirement is specified asF = αD, with
α = (1/3). Solve the offer-based reserve-constrained economic dispatch
and find the prices for energy and reserves.
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(iii) Suppose that the spinning reserve constraints are
∀k= 1, . . . ,5,∑ j 6=k Sj ≥ Pk.

(a) Write out the five spinning reserve constraints explicitly.
(b) Solve the offer-based reserve-constrained economic dispatch for

the optimal generations and spinning reserve contributions.
(c) Show that there are two binding spinning reserve constraints

∑ j 6=kSj ≥ Pk corresponding to two different generatorsk. Specify
the two values ofk.

(d) Find the price for energy.
(e) Show that the Lagrange multipliers on the two binding spinning

reserve constraints are not uniquely defined, but that thesumof
these two Lagrange multipliers has a unique value. Specify the
valid values of these two Lagrange multipliers.

(f) Since the values of the Lagrange multipliers are not uniquely
defined, we must specify another criterion to determine them.
What would be a “fair” specification of the values? Find the
resulting price for reserves.
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8.4Again consider Example 5.6 from Kirschen and Strbac,Power System
Economics. That is,∀k= 1, . . . ,4,Pk = Sk = 0, and with the other capacities and
marginal costs specified by:

P1 = 250,S1 = 0,∀x1 ∈ S1,∇f1(x1) =

[

$2/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P2 = 230,S2 = 160,∀x2 ∈ S2,∇f2(x2) =

[

$17/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P3 = 240,S3 = 190,∀x3 ∈ S3,∇f3(x3) =

[

$20/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

P4 = 250,S4 = 0,∀x4 ∈ S4,∇f4(x4) =

[

$28/MWh
$0/MWh

]

,

so that energy costs are non-zero but spinning reserve costsare zero. Consider
the following:

• Let demand beD = 500 MW.
• Use the∀k= 1, . . . ,4,∑ j 6=k Sj ≥ Pk formulation of the spinning reserve

constraints.
• Assume that generators 2 through 4 continue to offer in at marginal cost.
• However, generator 1 offers its 250 MW of capacity at variousprices.
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Use the pricing rule discussed in Section8.12.5. That is, as specified in
Section8.12.5.4, the prices for energy and spinning reserve for generator 1 are
given by:

[

πP1

πS1

]

=

[

λ⋆−µ⋆1
∑ j 6=1µ⋆j

]

,

whereλ⋆ andµ⋆ are the corresponding Lagrange multipliers on the energy and
spinning reserve constraints. Note that even though generator 1 has no spinning
reserve capacity, there is a well-defined price for spinningreserve for this
generator.

(i) Graph the energy priceπP1, the spinning reserve priceπS1, the dispatch
P1, and the profit (that is, revenue minus costs) for generator 1versus its
offer price, for offer prices in the range from $2/MWh to $30/MWh. For
some offer prices, the Lagrange multipliers may be non-unique: if so,
use the same rule that you considered in the previous exercise to find a
“fair” specification of the values in this case.

(ii) Discuss the ability of this generator to profitably affect prices, which is
one definition of “market power.”
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8.5Suppose that a particular generatork can:

• produce energy, with average powerPk, at levels between its minimum
capacityPk and maximum capacityPk,

• provide spinning reserveSk, at levels between 0 andSk,
• provide “up” regulating reserveRk+, at levels between 0 andRk ≥ 0,
• provide “down” regulating reserveRk−, at levels betweenRk ≤ 0 and 0,

and
• provide non-spinning reserveTk at levels between 0 andTk.

Note that the sum of power, spinning reserve, up regulating reserve, and
non-spinning reserve must be no more than the maximum capacity Pk, while the
sum of power and down regulating reserve must be no less than the minimum
capacityPk. This specifies the generator constraints.
CombinePk,Sk,Rk+,Rk−, andTk into a vector:

xk =











Pk
Sk
Rk+
Rk−
Tk











∈ R
Nk,
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with Nk = 5. For suitabler, defineΓk ∈ R
r×Nk, δk ∈ R

r , andδk ∈ R
r to represent

the generator constraints in the form:

{xk ∈ R
Nr |δk ≤ Γkxk ≤ δk}.

If some particular lower bound constraint is not necessary in this format, define
the corresponding entry ofδk to be−∞ and if some particular upper bound
constraint is not necessary in this format, define the corresponding entry ofδk to
be∞.
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